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Abstract

This work addresses the determinants of the decisions made by small powers to fight

alongside great powers in major conflicts. When faced with the request from a great

power to participate in wars, some peripheral countries abide and others remain unin-

volved. To explain this variation, the case study of the Colombian participation in the

Korean War is used, comparing the country to other Latin American cases. Building

on rational choice models of leaders’ behavior, I expect that leaders decide to go to war

when the rewards for this action increase their likelihood of remaining in power. I use

explicit process tracing to investigate the causes for the Colombian decision and organize

them into necessary and sufficient conditions. Evidence suggests that the causes for the

Colombian participation in Korea were an attempt from the president to improve his

relationship with the United States in order to obtain more foreign aid, the Colombian

authoritarian regime, and an attempt from the president to please the armed forces,

which had the power to keep him in office. I also use synthetic control method to test

whether the Colombian decision increased the foreign aid received by the country from

the United States. Results show a significant increase in received aid. These findings

corroborate the expectation that leaders of small powers will go to war in order to re-

ceive more aid and to make policy concessions for those who hold the power to keep

them in office, and that they are rewarded from the great power for this decision under

certain conditions.

KEYWORDS: process tracing, synthetic control, international conflict, foreign aid,

Latin America.
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Abstract

This work addresses the determinants of the decisions made by small powers to

fight alongside great powers in major conflicts. When faced with the request from a

great power to participate in wars, some peripheral countries abide and others remain

uninvolved. To explain this variation, the case study of the Colombian participation

in the Korean War is used, comparing the country to other Latin American cases.

Building on rational choice models of leaders’ behavior, I expect that leaders decide

to go to war when the rewards for this action increase their likelihood of remaining in

power. I use explicit process tracing to investigate the causes for the Colombian decision

and organize them into necessary and sufficient conditions. Evidence suggests that the

causes for the Colombian participation in Korea were an attempt from the president

to improve his relationship with the United States in order to obtain more foreign aid,

the Colombian authoritarian regime, and an attempt from the president to please the

armed forces, which had the power to keep him in office. I also use synthetic control

method to test whether the Colombian decision increased the foreign aid received by

the country from the United States. Results show a significant increase in received aid.

These findings corroborate the expectation that leaders of small powers will go to war

in order to receive more aid and to make policy concessions for those who hold the

power to keep them in office, and that they are rewarded from the great power for this

decision under certain conditions.
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1 Introduction

Why do small powers fight in big wars? For example, Honduras, Nicaragua and Iceland

participated in the Iraq War, among other countries. Belgium and Ethiopia were also among

the countries which sent troops to the Korean War, just like Brazil and Mexico in World War

II. Not only they were not involved directly in those wars, but their military contributions

would certainly not be decisive for their outcome. Then why did these countries decide to

commit financial and human resources to conflicts that did not involve them directly? Were

they being irrational, or somehow megalomaniac? This is hard to believe, since it is not

an uncommon situation when one looks at history. If those countries decided to meet the

request of the great powers and fight, they probably thought it was worth it.

There is a considerable body of work that tell us how states behave in the international

system. Several theories offer different explanations for conflict. However, small powers are

given relatively little attention in international relations and foreign policy theories. When

they are addressed, the focus is on direct interstate conflict between them (e.g., Mares, 2001).

There is no systematic attempt to explain why they send military contributions to important

conflicts.

The formation of military coalitions has also inspired many studies in international rela-

tions scholarly research. Nevertheless, the point of view of those studies is usually from the

great powers and from those with direct interests in the conflict. Small powers are analyzed

to the extent that forming a broad coalition is important for a specific conflict, but again

from the point of view of the great powers (e.g., Stueck, 1995). There is no attempt to

explain why they opt to meet the request from the great powers or even take the initiative

to participate in those coalitions.

This work contributes to the literature on major wars and conflict initiation by addressing

this gap and providing a set of sufficient conditions for a small power to fight in a major

conflict, an issue that has not been addressed so far. To do so, the case study of Colombia in

the Korean War was used. Interestingly, Colombia was the only country in Latin America to
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go to war in Korea even though several countries in the continent had similar characteristics.

My assumption is that leaders are rational and want to remain in power; hence, they would

opt to fight when this decision generates rewards that increase their likelihood of achieving

this goal. The main mechanisms I test include attempts to gather resources by increasing

military and economic aid given by great powers, and attempts to make policy concessions

for the individuals who have power to keep the leader in office. The demand for aid was

especially high in Latin America in the 1950s, and increasing the aid received by the United

States (US) was a highly desirable objective. In the domestic context of Colombia, the

armed forces were the main organization with the power to keep the leader in office, since

the country was an autocracy in 1950.

I use diagnostic historical evidence, process tracing and comparative historical methods,

particularly the techniques proposed by James Mahoney (2010), to test these hypotheses.

The main instruments used are the hoop test and the smoking gun test. Results show

that the Colombian decision was only possible due to the institutional configuration of the

country, which was an authoritarian regime at the time, and the preference of the president,

who wanted to improve his relationship with the US and make concessions to the armed

forces.

I also use synthetic control methods for inferring if the Colombian decision caused an

increase in foreign aid from the US. In other words, if the expectations of the Colombian

president were correct. Results show that the amount of foreign aid received by Colombia

significantly increased after its participation in Korea.

In political science, specially in international relations, there are several theories and

hypotheses that remain important despite a lack of consistent empirical testing. Theories

also fail to differentiate between causes for different types of conflict (Bennet and Stam,

2004). Furthermore, there are gaps in the literature on international relations regarding how

peripheral countries behave in the international system, with no mention of the situation they

are in when faced with a military request from a great power, and if they will be rewarded
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for certain behaviors. Therefore, this study aims to provide two possible mechanisms for this

specific phenomenon by building on rational choice explanations for conflict initiation and

then testing theses possibilities empirically with a case study.

The next section discusses theoretical explanations for conflict initiation. Then I discuss

the international and domestic contexts of Colombia in 1950. In the fourth section I discuss

the causes for the Colombian decision, and the fifth section will present the consequences of

it. The sixth section concludes.

2 Literature Review

Classical realists of international relations argued that the ultimate cause for war had to do

with the nature of man, based on the quest for power (Morgenthau, 1948). According to

them, it is inherent to states, formed by man, to seek power, which led to conflicts between

them. Waltz (1979), on the other hand, aimed to develop a structural theory of international

relations and to provide a more scientific semblance to realism and its concepts. The author

based the neorealist theory in the system structure and especially in its ordering principles

- since the international system has no actor holding the legitimate monopoly of the use of

force to order interactions, political disputes and also ensure compliance with laws, it has

a different organization from domestic systems, and anarchy is its ordering principle. This

leads to a constant concern of states with safety and with maximizing their power as much as

possible, motivated by their own survival. The natural reaction of the members of this order

is to ensure their protection by becoming more powerful than other members. Therefore,

the structural realism of Waltz considers the constant state behavior of quest for power,

which is responsible for generating conflicts, to be a product of prudence more than of the

human nature. Anarchy is the main concept for this framework of analysis, and all the later

arguments stem from the idea of the international system being anarchic.

The neorealist approach assumed that states are rational entities. The state rationality
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assumption, combined to the anarchic system, leads to selfishness. There would be no logic

for a state to care about other states’ well being, since they have the potential to destroy

it. The combination of anarchy, state rationality and selfishness leads in turn to self-gains.

Since states can rely only on resources that they are able to generate, they think in terms

of relative gains. The distribution (and not the production) of power and wealth is what is

at stake in an anarchic system. This leads states to understand international politics as a

zero-sum game: state cooperation becomes rare and conflict becomes the rule in the system

(Waltz, 1979).

Another important assumption of neorealism is the view of states as unitary entities (i.e.

there is no functional difference between them). The only distinction between states here

are the percentage of power they have in the system. The more power a state has, the

more capacity it has to act autonomously in the international system. In this framework,

peripheral countries are dependent and obedient to the great powers, especially in bipolar

systems. This theory, however, does not account for much of the variation that is observed

in the real world. Many small countries resist requests from great powers, while others do

not. Any model that excludes the influence of domestic conditions is incomplete.

Putnam (1988) argues that foreign policy is a two-level game and that that any foreign

policy issue would be better explained by the mechanics of this game. The two-level game

consists of the interconnection between the national level, where domestic groups act ac-

cording to their own interests and pressure the government to adopt policies that favor them

(since politicians gain power through coalitions with these groups), and the international

level, in which governments try to maximize ways of satisfying domestic pressures while

minimizing possible adverse implications of external events.

Indeed, decisions made by small powers often cannot be explained by international pres-

sure. Colombia, for example, was the only country in Latin America to go to Korea, although

it faced exactly the same systemic pressures as the other countries in the continent. There are

many other examples of systemic pressure not being able to explain foreign policy behavior.
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Hence, countries’ domestic contexts matter.

Allison’s (1999) seminal work develops three models of foreign policy decision making.

The first is a rational choice model, in which the state is capable of making cost-benefit

decisions - this is similar to systemic approaches. Amorim Neto (2011) shows that the

utility of actions (in comparison to each other) is the likelihood of the action leading to the

ultimate goal of that action times any marginal utility that this action might bring minus

its cost (UE = PE*ME - CE).

Allison (1999) also shows, in his second model, that governmental decisions are made

under an organizational filter, and that they are also the result of negotiations among polit-

ical elites. The author’s Organizational Process Model argues that, in a crisis, governments

do not analyze the situation as a whole, but divide it and forward the parts to internal

organizations. Therefore, they receive the options of action already under an organizational

filter. He notes that leaders have limits of resources and time and tend to look for solutions

that reduce uncertainty in the short term. The decision making process, according to this

view, is imperfect and biased. We should note that organizations already have procedures,

repertoires and a pre-existing organizational culture when acting. The president, despite

being above organizations, does not have the power to change the way they act or determine

how they will respond to problems - hence, responses depend more on routines. Addition-

ally, these organizations defend their own interests. Amorim Neto (2011) argues that this

model of action is more rigid in comparison to the former, but it is more suitable to reduce

uncertainties - it is a trade-off. The author sees a great necessity of political coordination in

this model.

Alisson’s (1999) Governmental Politics Model, the third model, states that governments

need to engage in politics in order to materialize their intentions. It emphasizes the plurality

of individual actors that influence the government’s decisions regarding foreign policy. Thus,

a better understanding for nations’ decisions is as a function of the result of bargaining and

negotiation among elites. Individual actors differ in many ways. Even if they share a goal,
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they often disagree about the best way to achieve it. Therefore, the decision will arise from

the interaction of these actors, their different personal interests and their background. Thus,

organizations and individuals could influence foreign policy decisions.

Other possible determinants of foreign policy decisions are political institutions, which

affect collective decision-making by affecting the behavior of rational individuals who are

capable of making strategic calculations and who have a set of pre-established preferences.

Institutions then provide incentives and combine with preferences to determine outcomes

(Shepsle, 1989). They also determine veto players, or actors whose agreement is necessary

for a change of the status quo (Krehbiel, 1998; Tsebelis, 2002). Veto players can also be only

de facto - even in dictatorships there are always individuals whose support is required for

making decisions.

The fact is that there are several factors and levels of analysis influencing foreign policy

decisions. The challenge is to identify the relative weight of each. This is the objective

of Amorim Neto (2011) when analyzing the Brazilian foreign policy during 62 years. The

author argues that the variables which explain the general orientation of foregin policy

are: 1) military and economic capabilities, and interdependency; 2) characteristic of leaders,

regimes, governments and the legislative power; 3) the diplomatic and military bureaucracies.

Indeed, there must exist an effort to consider all of these dimensions when foreign policy is

under analysis.

Facing a systemic approach which was unable to explain many foreign policy decisions,

the neoclassical realist theory argues that systemic pressures are translated into forces at

the domestic level of states (Rose, 1998). Foreign policy responses can be a result of the

decision makers’ perception of the international scenario (Christensen, 1996; Freidberg, 2010;

Wohlforth, 1993; Zakaria, 1999) and the power of the state to direct resources of a society

to foreign policy decisions (Christensen, 1996; Zakaria, 1999). State behavior is a result

of decision making prerogatives, leaders’ perceptions, domestic risks associated with that

behavior, and leaders’ propensity to take risks. Thus, cognitive and institutional factors
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are considered, while the relative power of the state in the international system is still the

most important explanatory variable for state behavior in the long run - at least in the first

generation of authors.

Neoclassical realism began as a foreign policy theory, which was used to explain "anoma-

lous" cases for structural realism and short and medium term decisions. However, how many

anomalous cases can one find until they stop being called anomalous? This very research

deals with the perfect scenario for structural realism: a bipolar system in which small powers

located in a region of heavy influence of a great power face a request from this great power

regarding an important issue. Even in this context, all but one refused to meet this request,

and there are many other possible examples. Hence, more recent authors are gradually re-

jecting the differentiation between theories of foreign policy and theories of international

politics, and seeing neoclassical realism as a theory capable of explaining systemic outcomes

and changes in the international system itself. Ripsman, Taliaferro and Lobell (2016), for

example, argue that foreign policy decisions have a very relevant capacity of shaping the

international system. The authors explain that alternative theories fail to understand the

fact that the international system rarely provides perfect information for decision makers,

that leaders do not always perceive international pressures correctly, that they do not always

act rationally and that states are not always able to mobilize resources to foreign policy de-

cisions. This makes domestic and cognitive factors and their interaction with international

pressures essential to understanding international outcomes. Again, more attention should

be paid to domestic factors in the understanding of the international system.

Although neoclassical realists account for domestic explanations for conflict, they only

address great powers (e.g., Christensen, 1996; Friedberg, 2010; Schweller, 1998 and 2004;

Snyder, 1993; Wohlforth, 1993; Zakaria, 1999). Nevertheless, if political actors and social

structures explain variation in states’ response to external stimulus, and patterns can be

drawn to explain which kind of political contexts lead to different foreign policy decisions

under certain external imperatives, one should not draw general conclusions about great
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powers and apply them to smaller powers.

Schweller’s (2004) seminal contribution on power balancing can be adapted to smaller

powers. The author argues that a state can appropriate balance, overbalance, underbalance

or nonbalance. When it appropriate balances, it correctly perceives a threat arising from

another state and balances accordingly. When it overbalances, it incorrectly perceives an-

other state as a threat and wastes resources when balancing. Underbalancing occurs when

a state fails to identify another as the actual threat that it is. Finally, nonbalancing takes

place when the state chooses not to balance for several possible reasons. If one applies this

framework to smaller powers deciding whether to fight alongside a great power in an impor-

tant war, caveats should be made due to the fact that costs and benefits for such decisions

are different. Regarding the costs, a small power commits a fixed amount of resources to the

conflict, which has been negotiated with the great power. The benefits, on the other hand,

are often not related to the outcome of the conflict - they are in fact related to rewards from

the great power, such as aid, loans, investments, etc.

I argue that the smaller powers which meet the request of a great power to participate

in a war are either appropriate balancing or overbalancing. In the former, the benefits of

balancing alongside a great power overcome the domestic costs to this action. In the latter,

they do not. Those states that decide not to join the great power, on the other hand,

are either underbalancing or appropriate nonbalancing. The first implies that they did not

identify a positive cost benefit, while the second happens when they correctly evaluate cost-

benefits as negative. How then, do small powers calculate costs and benefits? When do they

decide to go to war alongside great powers?

Parallel to neorealist and neoclassical theories, a third research approach uses techniques

from microeconomics and game theoretical models to analyze how conflicts emerge, often

referring to audience costs and linking international conflict to domestic politics. Bueno de

Mesquita and Lalman (1986) discuss a theory linking the probability of conflict with leaders’

utility in which the expected gains of the leader increase the likelihood of conflict. Bueno
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de Mesquita and Lalman (1992) argued that internal groups punished political leaders who

chose conflict when it was a worse solution than negotiation. This reasoning appeared in

Fearon’s (1994) model, which shows that threats of war are taken more seriously when made

by democratic governments, since they have more audience costs for making these threats.

This conclusion, in turn, led Schultz (2001) to argue that a rivals’ probability of yielding is

bigger in these cases. Smith (1998) endogenized audience costs, included leaders’ competence

in the analysis and argued that their utility is to remain in office, while Slantchev (2006)

links audience costs to the citizens’ capacity to sanction the leadership for a policy they

would not want if they had the same information about its quality, includes the opposition

and the media in his model as sources of citizens’ learning and allows audience costs to

arise on the equilibrium path. Wolford (2007) connects leadership turnover to international

conflict by treating conflict likelihood as a function of leader’s time in office, expectations

about successors and prospects of political survival, and by considering incentives of leaders

to build reputations and of the opposition to test leader’s responses. As can be noted, these

models have been refined extensively to include more possibilities and expand findings.

Models also often address the effects of political regimes and institutions in conflict de-

cision making. Schultz (1998, 2001) offers even more complexity to the domestic political

context in his models, and shows that the foreign policy of democratic countries, unlike what

happens in autocracies, is notably constrained by the existence of political opposition. Bueno

de Mesquita et al. (2003) argue that engaging in a conflict is less risky for autocrats, since

they depend on less individuals to remain in power and are able to direct resources for this

group, keeping them loyal. Leaders in democracies, on the other hand, are judged by their

constituency for their provision of public benefits, including those that arise from foreign

policy, so they cannot afford to take as many risks. Ferejohn and Rosenbluth (2008) argue

that democracies have a bigger power of mobilization, and Reiter and Stam (2002) show that

democracies are more efficient in winning wars. Their central argument is that democracies

perform better because of the accountability to the voters. This causes democratic leaders
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to be more averse to risk, leading them to pick easier fights, and causes democracies to have

more open and higher quality information, which makes them better at estimating their

probability of victory. Furthermore, democratic societies put emphasis on individual rights,

and promote military officials by merit, which would produce soldiers who are better leaders

and more motivated to take the initiative in combat. Mares (2001) goes along the same

lines to argue that political elites use foreign policy as a way of providing goods for their

constituency. Hence, the head of government assesses whether the goods that will arise from

a given military conflict will surpass the costs of this action from the citizens’ point of view.

In turn, society’s ability to constrain the leader depends on internal institutions of account-

ability. Auerswald (2000) shows that the actions of democracies in international conflict

can be shaped by domestic political calculations. Variations in a democracy’s institutions of

governance affect the likelihood of the use of force, and changes in accountability and agenda

control between parliamentary, presidential, and premier-presidential democracies affect the

ability of the country to signal its intentions, as well as the likelihood that it will engage in

conflict.

The problem with these models is that their contexts are not the same to the one that

will be explained in this work. First, they address interstate conflicts, while the main focus

of this study is in smaller powers facing a request from a great power to go to war. Second,

the models include risks, uncertainty and quality of information. However, when smaller

powers engage in conflict at the request of a great power, they send military forces only for

support. Consequently, there are no risks for state integrity (because the war is not theirs)

and the costs of participating in the conflict are fixed and negotiated directly with the great

power - they know exactly which resources will be spent, and these are mainly financial

resources. Third, benefits are also different. Like costs, they are not directly connected to

the outcome of the war and will arise from an improvement in the relationship with the great

power, which can lead to more foreign aid, loans and investments. In sum, the calculation

of costs, risks and benefits is entirely different in the situation that I am proposing.
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Although the contexts of these models are different from the situation that I am propos-

ing, we can still draw lessons from their assumptions about leader’s motivations. The selec-

torate theory is suitable for explaining this work’s research objective because it is built in

general terms about these motivations and about how policy decisions are made. According

to the model of Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2003), differences among regimes are due to differ-

ent sizes of what he calls the winning coalition and the ratio between the size of the winning

coalition and of the selectorate. According to the author, the winning coalition is the set

of individuals who keep the leader in power and the selectorate is a superset of individuals

eligible for the winning coalition and with at least a nominal say in choosing leaders. The

leader’s main objective is to remain in power, and this is achieved by taxing the population

and providing goods for the winning coalition that overcome offers by eventual challengers.

Note that there is no direct mention to regime types, although obviously a democracy has

a much bigger coalition than an autocracy. When considering this theory, all that must be

done is use the specific costs and benefits for a smaller power facing a request from a great

power to go to war and include the fact that they are directed for the winning coalition.

Thus, my theoretical expectation is that leaders of small powers are rational and their

goal is to remain in power. Necessary conditions for their participation in a major conflict

are the following: a great power requests or at least allows their participation, they meet

minimum military requirements and veto players support the decision. Sufficient conditions,

on the other hand, are that the perceived future benefits outweigh the costs (and the risks

caused by them). The costs and benefits are mainly financial, but they depend on the

winning coalition, who can see additional costs or benefits in the action. In a democracy, for

example, the constituency might see the participation in the war as desirable or undesirable

because of ideology or legitimacy. In an authoritarian regime that depends on the armed

forces to survive, the financial results might be negative, but the army can see a war as an

opportunity to modernize. Therefore, benefits can be either financial or a specific kind of

benefit for the winning coalition, and what is important to consider are the benefits perceived
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by the leader (which could be incorrect) and the leader’s propensity to take risks. When

the decision is aligned with the winning coalition’s interests, the leader will probably be

able to draw resources for that decision. Note that both the veto players and the winning

coalition are defined by institutions. Hence, this theoretical expectation is built on structural

or international factors, leader’s perceptions and preferences, and institutions. This leads to

my two first hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: The Colombian decision was made in order for the country to receive

more foreign aid from the United States.

Hypothesis 2: The Colombian decision was made in order for the president to make

policy concessions to the winning coalition.

The first step to address this expectation, then, is to test whether the small power decides

to go to war expecting the great power to reward this desired behavior. The most direct

mechanism through which this may happen is foreign aid, an immediate financial reward for

the smaller power’s desirable behavior. There are reasons why heads of government want to

receive more foreign aid and for expect to receive more aid when complying with the great

power. Foreign aid, like other types of resource booms, increases the chances of the leader

remaining in power in democracies (Brollo et al., 2013; Dunning, 2008; Smith, 2004) and

especially in autocracies (Alesina and Dollar, 2000; Bueno de Mesquita and Smith, 2010).

Although there is no mention in studies on foreign aid of rewards to small powers for

fighting wars alongside great powers, there is plenty of evidence of increased aid due to

political compliance. Bueno de Mesquita and Smith (2012) argue that the donor leader’s

foreign aid can enhance this leader’s probabilities of political survival by gaining concessions

from the recipient leader, and aid is given when the concessions are worth more to the donor’s

winning coalition than spending the same amount of money on domestic programs. This

claim, however, does not explain much about the situation proposed in this work. First, a

small power will not be decisive in the conflict, since a broader coalition is usually formed

- its participation is desirable at most. Second, there is no way to spend the same amount
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of money internally when the desired behavior, or policy concession, is war. Third, benefits

for the donor could come in forms other than money - a coalition with countries from every

continent, for example, might be a matter of legitimacy. Fourth, participation in a war

usually comes ex ante any financial compensation, being an expected gain. Not only that,

but usually foreign aid is not even negotiated directly. The smaller power meets the request

of the great power hoping to be able to gain more aid in the future.

Nevertheless, there are reasons for leaders of small powers to believe their effort will be

rewarded when joining the great power in a major war. Foreign aid is found to be given based

on political, strategic and economic considerations (Alesina and Dollar 2000; Schraeder, Hook

and Taylor, 1998). Dreher et al. (2008) shows that the US uses aid to buy votes in the United

Nations General Assembly. Kuziemko and Werker (2006) found that members of the United

Nations Security Council (UNSC) receive more aid, and Bueno de Mesquita and Smith

(2010) revealed that the US used to buy support in the UNSC by increasing aid to countries

elected to the council. Once again, this is not quite the same as what this paper proposes

to analyze, because aid is not given ex ante conflicts. Wars often arise unpredictably and

their dynamics are quite different from United Nations voting sessions. In any case, it is still

reasonable to assume an increase in aid after such an important political compliance from

the small power because of credibility and future necessity. The great power might need

support in the future, and properly rewarding those who meet their requests increases the

likelihood of more countries joining them in future necessities. Furthermore, the idea that

foreign aid is connected to political compliance is well established in political science. Thus,

my third hypothesis is the following.

Hypothesis 3: The Colombian decision led to an increase in foreign aid from the United

States.

The first mechanism for small powers to fight alongside great powers, then, is a possible

increase in foreign aid. The second mechanism tested in this study is an effort to comply

with the winning coalition, as expected in Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2003). However, the
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effort to keep the winning coalition loyal is not necessarily financial. As previously stated,

this could happen in other forms that are related to legitimacy or policy concessions. Finally,

I test whether the expectation of increases in aid is correct. That is, if small power that

abide to the request of the great power gain more foreign aid than those which do not. In

other words, if the small power correctly balanced or overbalanced.

3 Context

3.1 The International Context

Korea was part of the Empire of Japan until 1945, when Japan surrendered to the Allies in

the end of World War II. After this episode, the US and the Soviet Union decided to occupy

the peninsula and established the 38th parallel as the division between the occupied areas

to which each was entitled. The peaceful establishment of a sovereign government became

less likely as East-West tensions constantly increased in the international arena. The US

sponsored the government of Syngman Rhee, based in Seoul, while the Soviet Union and

China supported the formation of a communist Korean government in Pyongyang. Both

declared themselves the legitimate government of the country.

Kim Il Sung, head of government of the communist regime, tried to put an end to this

situation in 1950. With the support of Stalin and Mao Tse-Tung, he took advantage of

his strength in the peninsula and launched a military offensive in order to win the country

over. The Truman administration was alarmed and reacted strongly, affirming the episode

to have been a case of international aggression. On June 25th, the United Nations passed

a resolution classifying the episode as such. In June 27th, a new resolution summoned the

members of the organization to use all possible means to reverse the situation. From this

moment, the US was able to use the United Nations flag in the fight against communism. By

that time, the tension between the two major powers of the international arena was already

immense.
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The Truman Doctrine had began in 1947 and formalized the US containment policy to

the Soviet communism. In the beginning of the Cold War, Washington chose to contain

communism by keeping the industrialized countries of Europe and of the Far East as allies

and providing assistance to their economic recovery through the Marshall Plan. In late 1949,

however, after the first successful atomic explosion by the Soviet Union, the consolidation of

the communist victory in China and the signing of a treaty of alliance and friendship between

these countries, there was a shift in US priorities, as the country authorized advances in

research for the construction of the hydrogen bomb and prepared the NSC 68 document.

This document established the need for an accelerated increase in the US military, the

containment of Soviet expansion and the defeat of the opponent’s actions, were they limited

or total, if necessary. The NSC 68 implied that the country was in danger and it was

approved as a foreign policy guide by the President in September 1950 (Alves, 2007; Stueck,

1995).

Washington intervened in the Korean War in June 1950. In October, China decided to do

the same. The war had a major impact in the US and in its decision makers, institutions and

public opinion. The military budget almost tripled in the following year and the country

adopted an active and aggressive diplomacy towards Asia. The government decided to

increase aid to France, which was fighting communist guerrillas in Indochina, and to the

government of the Philippines. In Europe, a large defense apparatus in NATO member

countries was built under the US leadership. The military presence of the US significantly

grew in the continent, with an increase in the number of divisions and the building of new

air and naval bases.

After the North Korean offensive, the battles of the first year of war were extremely

dynamic. In July and August, the South forces were pushed to a defensive perimeter in

the southeast end of the peninsula. Nevertheless, there was a major landing of United

Nations forces behind the enemy lines in a port near Seoul in September. The supply lines

of the North Korean forces were cut and it did not take long for them to succumb. Douglas
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MacArthur, US General and commander of the UN forces, had planned to cross the parallel,

defeat the enemy forces and unify the country. At that point, the General had Truman’s full

support. Still, the president’s authorization to cross the parallel was only valid if there was

a guarantee that Soviet or Chinese forces would remain outside the area. Truman intended

to avoid risks and keep the war within Korea’s perimeter - his main concerns were located

in the US’ own territory and in Europe (Alves, 2007; Stueck, 1995).

In October, American and allied troops decided to cross parallel 38, despite indications

that there could be a Chinese intervention. When the final American offensive took place in

November, there was an enormous Chinese presence in the area. The counteroffensive was

intense. As a result, the United Nations forces were forced to withdraw to the south, causing

the biggest international crisis involving the US after World War II. The question, then,

was whether the the country would keep containing the conflict or if it would escalate it,

possibly triggering another world war. Truman decided that the conflict should not escalate,

even after the Chinese and North Korean crossing of the parallel and taking over of Seoul

in late 1950. Allied forces would only recover the city in March 1951. In April, the conflict

had already returned to the 38th Parallel. From that point, territorial gains became minor

and there was a stabilization of the conflict in a line of defense mainly located just north of

Parallel 38. In July, the negotiation for the signing of an armistice was initiated, but two

years were necessary until peace was finally reached. During this time, there was a strong

entrenchment of both parties and the war was fought statically.

During the Korean War, Truman had many reasons to form a multinational coalition. An

international effort would demonstrate that a possible attack from the Soviet Union would

be answered by the largest possible number of United Nations members. Hence, it would

indicate that the US would not fight alone in a possible world war against the Communist

powers. A United Nations military operation could also contribute to the organization’s

ability to deal with future conflicts. Moreover, Washington wanted to ease the pressure

on the country’s finances, which were already weakened as a result of elevated spending in
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defense during the post-war period, not to mention the several global commitments made.

Furthermore, support for the US would help legitimizing their actions and thwart the Soviet

Union’s plan of making the Korean War an exclusively American war (Coleman, 2008).

Instead, the war would be perceived as a battle of the "free world." Also, although the war

was not welcome, it presented an opportunity to align the international community against

the fear of international communism. Thus, unlike in the Second World War, the US actively

supported the involvement of smaller countries.

The US was not prepared to convert international support into a coalition and did not

have a plan to do so early in the conflict. For this reason, the country used the United Nations

to guide the coalition formation. In July, a procedure was established: country members

were instructed to direct any offer of support to the organization. However, standards for

military aid were extremely high, especially in the case of smaller powers: ground forces, at

least one infantry battalion, and units of at least one thousand troops, equipped with supply

capacity for two months of combat in Korea. Military officials believed that the situation

was urgent and that these requirements were necessary. Commanders sought units that

could immediately contribute and believed that anything short of those requirements would

end up being detrimental instead of an effective support. It was also explained that every

country should be responsible for all of their logistical costs and that any kind of financial

assistance provided by the US should be fully refunded. Obviously, these conditions greatly

discouraged military contributions of smaller powers, such as Latin American countries.

At first, the Pentagon was in charge of recruiting and organizing contributions from other

countries. The department, however, was very skeptical about the ability of countries with

limited resources to make effective military contributions in the war. Besides, it believed that

the participation of countries with different cultures could bring problems to the operation.

While the Department of State was unwilling to command the recruitment, the Department

of Defense lacked the necessary diplomatic skills for this kind of negotiation. For these

reasons, little progress was made in the first weeks of the Korean war. Truman immediately
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intervened and commanded contributions to be strongly encouraged. Military requirements

were significantly lessened in September and the issue of Washington’s possible financial aid

was relaxed and allowed to be negotiated in the future, increasing the chance of peripheral

countries’ participation in the conflict (Coleman, 2008; Uran, 1986).

On August 9th, 1950, Freeman Matthews, from the Department of State, wrote a se-

cret memorandum to Gen. James H. Burns, the Assistant Secretary for Foreign Military

Affairs of the Department of Defense, in which there were presented the key points for the

inclusion of Latin America in the conflict (Uran, 1986). Of the smaller powers that could

possibly participate in the conflict, the US expected most to come from this region. There

was support for the United Nations actions in the conflict from Cuba and Ecuador and,

soon after, the Organization of American States also supported the organization’s position

through a resolution. Latin American diplomats, in general, suggested that countries would

defend South Korea and mostly agreed to discuss contributions. Although initial discussions

were about economic contributions, the US diplomats could direct conversations to military

contributions. Washington expected to strengthen relations with its neighbors and inspire

anti-communism in the region.

Uran (1986) describes in detail the negotiations of several Latin American countries with

the US, showing that the results of troop recruitment in Latin America was not satisfactory.

US officials focused mainly in Bolivia, Chile, Uruguay, Mexico, Peru and Brazil. Achieving

a positive outcome in Argentina was unlikely, since the country was under the Peron regime,

which was not aligned to Washington. Stueck (1995) describes the initial results of individual

negotiations: Peru and Brazil expressed interest in participating, but demanded substantial

military and economic aid from the US. Brazil presented a list of demands to send troops,

which undermined the country’s perceived commitment to assist in Korea. Chile and Mexico

shirked US requests by claiming that their public opinion would prevent them of sending

troops to another continent. The Uruguayan government was about to announce its partici-

pation in the Korean war, but ended up refusing to participate militarily in the conflict as a
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result of pressure from domestic opposition and the neighboring Argentina. Meanwhile, the

Bolivian government announced that it would send troops to Korea, but withdrew the offer

after protests of the public opinion. Despite strong efforts, including a conference of Latin

American foreign ministers in Washington, US diplomacy failed to secure new deals. These,

however, are superficial explanations. It is long overdue a detailed comparative study about

the necessary and sufficient conditions for the participation of Latin American countries in

World War I, World War II and the Korean War.

In its effort to secure more troops to the United Nations command, officials of the Depart-

ment of State discussed a plan to create a single Latin American unit, made up of soldiers

from different countries. The US initially hoped that this plan could muster enough men to

become viable, and the concept was approved in October 1950. Nevertheless, in the following

month, a better ascertaining of the number of volunteers, the indifference of Latin American

countries and the practical problems of implementation led Washington to cancel the plan.

Washington had to settle for non-military contributions from Latin America. The assis-

tance from the continent took place, for example, in the sending of beans and chicken from

Mexico; sugar, gallons of alcohol and blood donations from Cuba; financial and medical

supplies from Paraguay; meat from Argentina; blankets, soap, alcohol, milk and medical

supplies from Venezuela; while Chile provided salt and other materials. These are examples

of the kind of assistance that was offered in the Korean War by Latin Americans, except for

Colombia. The value of these assets was not trivial, being at least more substantial than

those sent by other underdeveloped regions (Coleman, 2008).

There were at least three attempts from the US to convince Latin American countries to

send troops to Korea. The first occurred after the intervention of China in the conflict, in

late 1950, and failed. After considering abandoning efforts to gather support in the region,

Truman continued to see US soldiers’ casualties piling up in Korea, causing the second

attempt to take place with a trip to Latin America of Secretary Miller, Assistant Secretary

of State for Latin America, in February 1951. Once more, the effort failed. The last attempt
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took place in June 1951 and, unsurprisingly, it also failed.

The meager results in trying to recruit military support in Latin America occurred for

several reasons. Firstly, the continent was a poor region with no tradition of direct involve-

ment in distant conflicts. Only Brazil and Mexico had sent troops abroad in World War

II. Yet, in the post-war period, the region remained on the periphery during the building

of the new international order. Despite Latin America’s commitment to the Pact of Rio

and the Organization of American States, the US directed minimal amounts of aid to the

region, since there seemed to be no immediate threat arising there. This approach may have

caused resentment in Latin America, which became skeptical about more assertive aid and

assistance from the powerful nation in the north. The fragile economies of Latin American

countries were also a barrier, since they were unable to sustain modern armies and would

have to reimburse any kind of assistance from the US to equip their troops. Thus, they

refused the repeated requests to participate in this campaign.

Although local conditions obviously influenced each response, Latin American countries

seemed to not feel responsible for Korea or for the US. The Korean War exposed a certain

weakness of the inter-American cooperation, especially the Latin American dissatisfaction

with the lack of assistance (military and economic) after the Second World War. Precisely

for this reason, the participation of Colombia gained even more prominence and importance.

For the intervention in Korea to be presented as a global effort, the United Nations needed

troops from all continents. Without the participation of Colombia, Latin America would not

be represented in the campaign.

Coleman (2008) classifies the military contribution of Colombia as an aberration in the

Latin American context. The author reaffirms that countries in the region saw the Korean

War as a distant event, and explains that Colombian policymakers, on the other hand, un-

derstood that the conflict had profound global implications. It is also important to note

that Colombia lived a very different domestic context in relation to other Latin American

countries. While there was, in general, a democratization tendency in the continent, Colom-
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bia was moving towards a dictatorship with president Laureano Gomez, who was able to

send soldiers to Korea without involving the public opinion or face political opposition. The

domestic context was added to external factors and produced the Colombian participation

in the Korean War.

3.2 The Domestic Context

Violence is far from being uncommon in the Colombian history. The rebellion of the co-

muneros in 1781, for example, ended with the heads and bodies of the movement’s leaders

exposed in public roads. During the nineteenth century, domestic conflict was constant. Be-

tween the end of Colombia’s war of independence, in 1819, and the early twentieth century,

the country has experienced no less than eight civil wars, fourteen local conflicts and two

international wars (Bakewell and Sanchez, 1985). During the twentieth century, in addition

to local uprisings, the country began a war against Peru and suffered one of the most vi-

olent of modern insurrections and the longest civil war in its history, which was given the

self-explanatory name of La Violencia, or "The Violence".

Colombian political history is largely divided between two parties, which often fought each

other in violent conflicts. Bailey (1967) mentions a cyclical trend of reconciliation and conflict

between the Conservative Party and the Liberal Party. According to the author, when the

situation became intolerable, the parties combined to form a government of national unity.

However, it would not take long until sectors of each party began to oppose sectors within

the government. This opposition was often violent and caused conflicts to arise again.

The characteristics of party fanaticism by the peasantry are key to the understanding

of the country’s politics dynamics. The peasants, who were the majority of the population,

have always been important in political processes. The political parties sought to take

advantage of the intense political participation of the peasant masses and instigated, as

much as possible, a fanatical loyalty towards them. Consequently, the peasantry began to

find security in fanatical adherence to the parties and their leaders, seeking to eliminate the
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enemy at the national level in order to enforce domination. These parties divided society

vertically, not horizontally. They did not represent a specific social sector of the country,

but had become a kind of basic identity (Bakewell and Sanchez, 1985).

The party system in Colombia has already emerged as a bipartisan system, with the

official birth of political parties in 1849. In general, both parties included members of

several classes nationwide. The nation was still very fragmented and the parties facilitated

the control mechanisms by which the upper classes of leaders manipulated the lower classes

of followers. Thus, patronage seems to be an adequate lens of analysis for the Colombian

society in that period. The intense competition between national elites for political control

and consolidation of party legitimacy was often violent and had increased the rivalry and

hatred from one party to the other. The political wars became deeply perpetuated in society

and dragged not only the peasantry for the fighting, but also urban sectors. Political clashes

took place almost constantly in Colombia, since local elections were held at different times

(Bushnell, 1993).

The control of local governments and their budgets was made with the mobilization of

armies formed by members of the lower classes, who fought under the local leadership of the

bosses in groups formed by liberal or conservatives. The reason for this arrangement was due

to the fact that, in the early periods of national consolidation, the central government was

still too fragile to perform functions such as the defense of landowners’ properties. These

owners needed to build networks of individuals to protect their possessions and even their

lives. Schmidt (1974) examines the phenomenon of La Violencia through the perspective of

patronage.

The consequence of fanatical partisanship was that the Colombian population saw each

other as permanent allies or enemies - politicization was very intense. Many families were

directly affected by politics and many people joined political groups. Although not based

on ethnicity, class or region, violence has left deep scars in the Colombian culture. Also,

the fact that tensions did not present regional rivalry characteristics further facilitated the
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occurrence of violence. Villages were divided between party factions and the enemy was

everywhere, in every sector of society (Schmidt, 1974).

In 1876, the civil war was especially bloody, lasting eleven months. The number of

approximately twenty thousand dead in the conflict was substantial in relation to the pop-

ulation of Colombia at the time (Bailey, 1967). In the late nineteenth century, another war

took unexpected proportions. The "Thousand Days War" devastated both parties. How-

ever, the Liberal Party was defeated and the Conservative party ruled between 1904 and

1930, when Colombia experienced a rare period of political stability. Both parties were able

to debate and competed peacefully, and the country became a functioning democracy with

economic growth. Obviously, Colombia still had many problems. However, in the context of

Latin America, the country showed a satisfactory progress during that period.

In 1930, the Conservative Party was defeated by the Liberal Party in free elections. The

defeat of the Conservative Party in 1930 occurred because the party had submitted two

candidates for the presidency, which divided votes and allowed the victory of liberal Enrique

Olaya Herrera. Herrera was a moderate liberal, who had been part of the conservative gov-

ernment coalition. Hence, no radical political change was expected from the new president,

and he formed a formal coalition with the participation of the Conservative Party, which

was agreed in the high ranks of both parties. Nevertheless, there was a rapid deterioration

in Colombia’s public order - outbreaks of violence occurred in several regions of the country.

The problem was that Liberals were absent from power for too long, and Colombia’s violent

bipartisan political system was extremely fertile for resentment and hatred. During the con-

servative hegemony, liberals cultivated those resentments whenever they suffered violence,

were denied opportunities and did not have access to public services or budgets (Bushnell,

1993).

The 1930 outbreak left few victims compared to La Violencia and did not received much

international attention. The president did everything in his power to contain the situation

and eventually succeeded. Nevertheless, the episode left scars that reopened not long after. In
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the elections of 1934 and 1938, liberal reformist Alfonso Lopez Pumarejo and liberal Eduardo

Santos were elected unopposed. After the Santos term, Lopez returned to power in 1942.

During his term, international events were prominent and received much attention. Lopez’s

second term ended up being marked by unfulfilled expectations and economic problems, and

there was an attempted coup in June 1944. Discouraged, Lopez ended up resigning, leaving

the office for Alberto Lleras Camargo in end of the term (Palacios, 2006).

During the first administration of Lopez, the Liberal Party was divided between reformists

and moderate liberals. After his second administration, the party was, once again, threatened

by its own internal divisions. In 1946, the division took place between the traditional party

hierarchy and a rapidly growing populist movement, led by politician Jorge Eliecer Gaitan,

who had been mayor of Bogota, Minister of Education and Minister of Labour. Palacios

(2006) considers Gaitan to have been the most influential politician in Colombia during the

last three years of his life. The author explains that his speeches were filled with denounces

about the marriage between politics and business in Colombia, in addition to the connection

between the growth of social inequality and the rise of a new plutocracy. Gaitan used to

claim that the power of the oligarchy’s influence was not exclusive to any party, as well as

the lack of attention to poverty. He used mass mobilization techniques, combined with an

oratory based on a populist liberal tradition and a socialist-inspired language.

Bushnell (1993) points out similarities between Gaitan’s speeches to Juan Domingo Peron

in Argentina and even, in some respects, to that of Benito Mussolini in Italy. The author

points out, however, that there is no way to predict whether the Colombian shared goals

with the last two, since he never rose to power. In fact, Gaitan had never articulated a

clear program of government. He shared socialist ideals, though he was not a Marxist, and

proposed policies related to state regulation of the economy and promotion of labor reforms.

His discourse style, which aimed to communicate directly with the masses and to denounce

leaders of both parties, characterized him as a good example of a populist politician of Latin

America in the twentieth century. Urban poverty and the dynamics of urban growth are
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seen as some of the causes of the strength of gaitanismo, as the movement became known.

Since 1930, the Liberal Party had been the majority party in Colombia. Urbanization

contributed to this fact, since the party was stronger in the major cities. Also, liberals

seemed to be more benefited in cases (uncommon, but existing) of party affiliation change.

Overall, the Liberal Party was more successful in identifying itself with the requests for

social and economic reforms. However, the liberal leaders did not accept Gaitan’s candidacy

and supported moderate Gabriel Turbay - both ran for president, while conservatives named

Mariano Ospina Perez as their candidate. The two liberal candidates, together, received the

majority of votes in the elections of 1946. Even with less than half of the votes, Ospina

Perez took advantage of the liberal division and ended up elected. Hence, the 1946 election

turned out to be very similar to the 1930 one, except for the fact that this time the position

of the parties was reversed.

Mariano Ospina Perez seemed to be the right person to lead the country in the transition

of power from the Liberal Party to the Conservative Party in 1946. He was moderate

and a skillful political articulator. He soon formed a coalition in which the Liberals were

represented at all levels of government. However, likewise 1930, outbreaks of violence began

to occur in the country. The reasons for these outbreaks were the same, but this time the

conservatives were the ones with feelings of resentment and revenge, accumulated during the

years of liberal ruling. Liberals, in other cases, refused to recognize the defeat and hand

over power peacefully. Violence increased as conservatives tried to recover their local bases

and the courts of each city favored the members of their parties. Nevertheless, in 1946, the

violence did not break after a few months, as in the past transition. Instead, it reached a

level of intensity never seen in Colombia’s history in terms of brutality, duration and scope,

soon engulfing the entire country.

After the defeat in the elections, Gabriel Turbay withdrew from politics and left the

country, causing the Liberal Party reorganize around Gaitan. It was clear that he would

be the only candidate of the Liberal Party in the presidential elections to come. However,
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Gaitan’s radical positions and his unwillingness to make concessions to those he considered

to be corrupt politicians led him to withdraw the Liberal Party from the coalition. The

result was that the liberal bases were left to conservative officers, which only contributed to

the ongoing violence and mounting tensions.

On April 9th, 1948, while Colombia was receiving the IX Pan-American Conference,

Jorge Eliecer Gaitan was shot and killed in downtown Bogota. He was at the height of his

popularity. Immediately, a massive popular fury was unleashed. The mob burned churches,

trains, public buildings, broke into prisons and sacked everywhere. The result was total

chaos. This episode left thousands of civilians dead and became known as El Nueve April or

Bogotazo, and marked the beginning of La Violencia. Despite the reference to Bogota in the

name given to the episode, the insurrection took place across the country, even in the smaller

cities. As an illustration of the brutality of events, enraged liberals beheaded conservative

leaders and played football with their heads in the city of Puerto Tejada (Bushnell, 1993).

In the night of April 9th, protesters reached the presidential palace, and the government of

Ospina Perez managed to survive only because the president was able to secure the army’s

loyalty (Palacios, 2006).

The fact that Colombia was hosting the IX Pan-American Conference and that the lead-

ers of the continent’s countries were in Bogota further complicated the episode. The official

version of the government for the uprising was that it was caused by a Communist insti-

gation. The Communists supposedly had killed Gaitan to take advantage of the uprising

and attempt a coup (Braun, 1986). Ospina Perez immediately cut relations with the Soviet

Union. Versions of conservatives generally varied but usually accused international com-

munism of plotting the episodes and liberals of executing it. Among liberals, beliefs about

Bogotazo also varied. Some blamed the conservative government for the murder of a political

opponent. In fact, the evidence points that Gaitan’s murder was an isolated event and that

the uprising was spontaneous. But however absurd the theories formulated by members of

both parties were, they are important for us to understand the people’s beliefs at the time
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and help to explain the irrational and violent behavior adopted in the following years.

On April 10th, 1948, the Liberal Party agreed to return to the ruling coalition, and the

violence was contained. This coalition lasted about a year, after which the levels of violence

began to rise again and swallowed large areas of the country. The following deterioration

of the public order was directly related to the expectations for the upcoming elections,

both for congress and for the presidency. In May 1949, with tensions already piling up,

the Liberals withdrew from the Conservative government. The congressional elections in

the same year resulted in a Liberal victory. The liberal majority then began to work on

measures that challenged President Ospina Perez and announced that they intended to start

an impeachment procedure. The president rapidly declared a state of siege throughout the

country, surrounded the presidential palace with soldiers and dissolved congress. In addition,

he modified the process of the Supreme Court voting to prevent any legal obstacle to his

actions, and imposed a strong censorship to the press and radio. Liberals protested, but

their opposition showed to be ineffective (see Palacios, 2006).

It was in the context of the phenomenon known as La Violencia that Laureano Gomez,

the president responsible for the decision of sending Colombian troops to the Korean War,

came to power on August 7th, 1950. The structure of his government shows that, at the time

of this decision, Gomez was the main decision maker in this matter. The country was going

through the first and most violent phase of La Violencia. Under the pretext of containing

the conflict, Colombia operated in a state of siege, which gave the government the power

to suspend a great many constitutional rights. Therefore, to understand the Colombian

decision, one must know Gomez’s motivations, history, and ideology.

Laureano Gomez was the most controversial and popular conservative leader of the twen-

tieth century in Colombia. He was one of the most radical individuals in his party during

his thirty years of activity and one of the most talented speakers of the Colombian Congress.

He had the style of a classic professional politician, adored by his followers and demonized

by his opponents. The politician grew up under a strong influence of the Catholic Church
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and founded the newspaper "El Siglo" in 1936, with the aim of promoting conservative and

catholic ideas in the country. Gomez was elected a representative in the Congress from 1911

to 1916, and returned to Congress between 1918 and 1921. In 1923, he was sent to Chile as

a Minister and served as ambassador to Argentina in the same year. He returned to Colom-

bia in 1925 as Minister, and engaged in several important debates in the Senate in 1926,

which launched him as a national leader. In 1930, Laureano Gomez was sent as Minister

to Germany, where he would closely witness the rise of the Nazi Party. Back in Colombia,

during the 30s, he became Senator between 1931 and 1935, being the President of the Senate

in the last two years. Between 1939 and 1945, he served as the leader of the Conservative

Party, carrying out strong opposition to the liberal governments. He was president from

1950 to 1953, when he was deposed by a coup d’etat carried out by the Army. Because of his

style and his negativism, Gomez became known among liberals as "El Monstruo", or The

Monster.

The rise of Laureano Gomez to the Conservative Party leadership coincided with a grow-

ing influence of the radical right in Colombian politics. Some conservatives, at the time,

even began to question the principles of democratic government. These questions were influ-

enced by international events and these individuals (as well as rightists in several countries

in Latin America) came to see Mussolini and Hitler in an acquiescent manner while were

avid admirers of Franco in Spain. However, as Bushnell (1993) states, Gomez had also been

an outspoken critic of the Nazi-fascist dictatorship in the early 30s and the most that can be

said about him is that his criticism became less energetic over time. In fact, he agreed with

some points of the Nazi-fascist doctrine and was influenced by them, but this is not the same

as supporting the regime. Some of the convergence points of Gomez with the Nazi-fascist

doctrine were the hatred towards the Communists, gratitude for the support of Franco and

the opinion that the Western model of democracy was somehow in decline.

Eduardo Santos and Alfonso Lopez were targets of several critiques by Laureano Gomez.

These presidents collaborated with the US during World War II, which led to an eventual
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declaration of war from Colombia to the Axis countries. Right wingers denounced the fact

that Colombia had become too submissive with the US. Laureano Gomez advocated for a

neutral policy of non-alignment, which at the time was seen as being anti-American.

The violence in Colombia, which was already growing before Laureano Gomez’s rose to

power unopposed in August 1950, further intensified after his rising to power and continued

throughout his administration. Despite affecting the country as a whole, the phenomenon

took place mainly in rural areas. The isolated incidents that had been occurring since 1946

created a chain reaction, leading to the creation, on the one hand, of liberal guerrillas and

on the other, of pro-government vigilante groups. Most analysts consider La Violencia to

have lasted from 1948 to 1958, and estimations show between 200.000 and 300.000 deaths,

and more than two million people forcefully immigrating.

3.3 Negotiations

In September 1950, a telegram was sent to the US Department of State, containing the

information that Colombia had offered Frigate Almirante Padilla to serve in the Korean

War. A confidential document was sent to the US Military Staff confirming the information.

The news had just been confirmed by the Minister of War of Colombia, Roberto Urdaneta

Arbalaez. He then indicated that the frigate was ready to set sail according to the US

necessity and requested a response from the Department of State. Exactly one week later, the

offer was approved. Laureano Gomez had put Colombia alongside the US in the international

campaign against communism (Uran, 1986).

After the invasion by North Korea, in June 1950, with heavy artillery and Soviet Tanks

T-34, several United Nations resolutions passed and failed in the attempt to prevent the

war. The invasion of South Korea caused a strong reaction in Colombia. The government

of Ospina Perez condemned North Korea and accused the Soviet Union of encouraging an

international aggression act. In a context of domestic instability and intense partisan conflict

in Colombia, there was unanimity among the liberal and conservative press, a rare situation.
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Both repudiated the aggression in the peninsula. The population’s reaction was also strong

and the US Embassy received several expressions of support. Colombian officials did not

hesitate to express their unconditional solidarity towards the US and firmly supported the

United Nations campaign (Coleman, 2008).

When the invasion took place, President Ospina Perez was in the end of his term. Thus,

he avoided making a decision of the magnitude of a military contribution. The decision

would have to wait for Laureano Gomez to become president, in August. In addition, as

previosly mentioned, the US did not provide suitable conditions for smaller countries to

participate in the early stages of the war. Therefore, the Colombian military contribution

had to wait for the definition of these two matters to occur. After becoming president in

August, Laureano Gomez released statements in support of the United Nations mission in

Korea and mentioned the possibility of contributing in the conflict. In his initial speeches,

there was no mention to military contributions. The president made no statements on the

issue before announcing the military contribution officially.

A key player in the negotiations on the Colombian military contribution in Korea, Colom-

bian Ambassador Eduardo Zuleta was appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs after the Bogo-

tazo. He was known for his strong anti-communist positions and encouraged many decision-

makers to support the US. Zuleta was the one that formulated and signed the diplomatic

letter ending relations between Colombia and the Soviet Union. In August 1950, he went to

see the US Department of State to discuss United Nations military operations, announcing

that Colombia wanted to support the US, the United Nations and South Korea (Coleman,

2008).

As previously mentioned, the most important decision maker in matters of foreign policy

was the president. However, the organizations involved (Armed Forces and Ministry of

Foreign Affairs) in the Colombian decision were completely in line with the decision made

by Laureano Gomez. The navy, for example, saw the conflict as a great opportunity to

modernize itself. Admiral Antonio Taco, Chief of the Navy, believed that combat experience
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would help a naval improvement program that was taking place and would also encourage the

US to contribute to it. He had defended a Naval contribution to the US during World War

II (Coleman, 2008). The first possibility of military support from Colombia was explored

precisely as a naval contribution. In addition to the uncertainty about the financial costs of

sending ground troops, Admiral Tanco had advocated for the sending a warship to Korea

even before Laureano Gomez became president. Many officers had been in contact with

Tanco to volunteer for service if the ship was to be sent. He estimated that it was possible

to form an entire crew made only of volunteers and believed that the participation in a

collective security action would improve the Navy’s position within the Colombian Armed

Forces. The Conservative Party and Ambassador Zuleta readily supported the Admiral, who

participated with the negotiations with the US.

In September, Laureano Gomez decided to send a frigate to the Pacific. Roberto Udarneta

Arbalaez, Minister of War (equivalent to a Minister of National Defense), made the official

announcement, putting the frigate Almirante Padilla under the United Nations command.

The offer was accepted by Washington in September 29th (Coleman, 2008). Colombians

presented the offer as a great demonstration of solidarity towards the US, saying that col-

lective security actions were a responsibility of all free nations. Possessing three guns, two

anti-aircraft batteries and handled by two hundred men, the frigate was in good conditions

and ready for use - it was a valuable acquisition for the United Nations (Uran, 1986). In

subsequent discussions, Colombia showed that this decision was not altruistic - the county

started to make significant military equipment purchase requests. The country apparently

expected rewards for their support. .

Equipping and sending soldiers to fight on the ground involved a significantly higher

cost than sending a frigate. For this reason, the Colombian contribution on the ground

took longer to occur. The US apparently did not pressure Colombia for ground troops and

the country’s intelligence evaluated the Colombian army as unable to effectively contribute.

Moreover, it was thought that Gomez would try to keep his army in Colombian territory,
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given the domestic situation that the country was going through. Meanwhile, the Gomez

administration, at first, considered the financial cost as beyond Colombian capabilities.

Even with the complicated domestic situation, Gomez and Zuleta discussed the possibility

of sending troops to Korea when the US adopted more favorable financial terms. Again, the

organization involved in the decision responded positively. The Chief of the Army, General

Gustavo Rojas Pinilla, came out in favor of sending the troops, a fact that carried much

weight to the president and played an important role in the decision. Rojas, alike his

colleague in the Navy, had ambitious plans for improvements in the Army and was also

influenced by the almost unanimous willingness of officers to participate in the operation.

The participation in the conflict presented a unique opportunity to train the troops, tighten

military relations with the US and increase the prestige of the army (Coleman, 2008). The

risks of going to Korea were obvious, but staying in Colombia as part of the Army during La

Violencia could be extremely fearsome as well. Gomez then instructed Colombian diplomats

to commence negotiations.

After the initial contact of the Colombian officers with the United Nations Secretary

General Lie, the Colombian Minister of War traveled to Washington to discuss the contri-

bution in greater details. In the meeting between Minister Urdaneta and General Ridgway,

on October 24th, it was proposed that the US provided transportation, weapons and logis-

tical support for Colombian soldiers in Korea. The contribution had the support of General

MacArthur. Equally to the naval contribution, the repayment conditions would be discussed

in the future (Uran, 1986). Urdaneta estimated that the cost would be close to that charged

by contributions in World War II and requested Colonel Ridgway the exact numbers. The

meeting was positive and the financial information was the only pending matter.

Civil and military members of the US government had an answer about the financial cost

of the Colombian contribution within a few days. However, an unexpected question arose

inside the Truman administration. During the negotiations between the US and Colombia,

the Heads of Staff recommended Washington to end military assistance requests to smaller
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countries. At that time, the military believed the war was won and that the cost of assistance

to the contribution of these countries would bring more costs than benefits. Military leaders

immediately called for the end of negotiations for any addition to the United Nations troops.

However, this view was limited to immediate consequences. The Department of State was

more sensitive to the ramifications of this action and, in the case of Colombia, noted that

the termination of negotiations and refuse to hear a final offer of the country would probably

damage long term relations between the two nations (FRUS, 1950. Volume I, National

Security Affairs; Foreign Economic Policy, p. 669 apud Alves, 2007). This decision could

also affect the image of solidarity to the United Nations and undermine future coalitions.

Colombian diplomats, without knowing the internal dilemmas of the US, were impatient

due to the lack of communication. However, at this point, the Department of State had

prevailed. They apologized and presented the detailed costs for the support to Colombian

military assistance. Shortly after the release of the figures, on November 3rd, President

Laureano Gomez made the final decision to send troops to Korea. During negotiations, Am-

bassador Zuleta acknowledged that the Korean emergency had passed. He noted, however,

that neighboring regions would still experience problems and that Colombia wanted to show

their support for the United Nations and the US in a critical period of world history. On

November 14th, a battalion of Colombian infantry was officially committed to the United

Nations forces.

When the US Secretary of Defense Acheson formally communicated Gomez that the

Pentagon had accepted the Colombian battalion, the situation in Korea had dramatically

changed. As previously mentioned, China’s communist regime intervened in the Korean War

to protect North Korea. In 1951, the massive Chinese offensive had already sent the United

Nations Command down the 38th parallel, creating a completely different war. Although

the Colombian government had negotiated a battalion in a situation in which it would

apparently be little required, the prospects of a bloody battle did not stop the initiative.

Laureano Gomez even considered increasing the effective of soldiers for a full regiment, but
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eventually settled the commitment to an infantry battalion (Coleman, 2008).

The Colombian battalion arrived in Korea in June 1951. During and after the negotiations

for the shipping, it is worth once again highlighting a recurring fact: the constant pressure

from Colombians diplomats and officials for purchasing US weapons. Uran (1986) provides

a detailed account of the parallel negotiations between Colombia and the US regarding the

purchasing of weapons as a reward for the participation in Korea. Colombian desired to

receive indirect rewards for their efforts.

4 Causes

4.1 Methodology

Social science seeks to arrive at valid inferences by the systematic use of well established

procedures of inquiry, which is a challenge since researchers often must deal with imperfect

information. Scientific research, then, has four main characteristics when considering the

design: the goal is inference, the procedures are public, the conclusions are uncertain, and

the content is the method. Here, two traditions are possible. Quantitative research is

based on numerical measurements of specific aspects of phenomena, going from particular

instances to seek general description or to test causal hypothesis and seeking measurements

and analyses that are easily replicable by other researchers. Qualitative research covers a

wide range of approaches, yet none of them relies on numerical measurements. It focuses

on one or a small number of cases to use intensive interviews or depth analysis of historical

materials, and discovers enormous amounts of information from the studies. Hence, the

event is analyzed closely and in full detail (King, Keohane and Verba, 1994).

Although the work of KKV remains remarkably influential, it also led to critiques due

to the underlying reasoning that quantitative methods are superior to qualitative, and thus

the latter could benefit from adopting practices of the former. For example, KKV failed to

consider concept formation, qualitative tools associated with set theory and Boolean logic,
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and saw process tracing only as the search for intervening variables that link an independent

variable with a dependent variable. Mahoney then (2010) analyzes causal-process observa-

tions (CPO) and argues that it is "an insight or piece of data that provides information

about context, process, or mechanism, and that contributes distinctive leverage in causal

inference". The type of CPO depends on whether the theory testing is intended to yield

an information regarding an independent variable, a mechanism, or an auxiliary outcome.

The important point, however, is that a large N may be inferior to a single noncomparable

observation. A new type of qualitative methodology arose then, with powerful tools of in-

ference, as exemplified in works such as Skocpol (1979) and Luebbert (1991). Furthermore,

qualitative and quantitative research started being used to supplement one another.

There are two types of research questions, and this work aims to answer both: causes-

of-effects and effects-of-causes. However, this section only answers the first type, which

begins with an outcome and investigates the potential causes of it, while the latter does

the opposite: begins with a variable and investigates its effects in a given outcome variable.

In the former, the researcher is interested in deep studies of individual cases of the past to

work backwards from the outcome to the causes, using logical systems to identify necessary

and/or sufficient conditions for the outcome to have happened. The latter, on the other

hand, is mainly interested in average effects of an independent variable in a given dependent

variable within populations and samples. Hence, while qualitative methodologies are more

suited to the causes-of-effects type of questions, quantitative methodologies are more suited

to the effects-of-causes type of questions (Goertz and Mahoney, 2012).

In accordance to the opinion Goertz and Mahoney (2012) regarding which kind of method-

ology is more suited to deal with each kind of question, we will use qualitative methods in

this section. Namely, process tracing. Mahoney (2015) defines process tracing as a set of pro-

cedures to formulate and test explanations with case studies, often making causal inference.

Mahoney and Vanderpoel (2014) explain that process tracing encompasses the systematic

examination of diagnostic evidence from within a case in order to evaluate a hypothesis
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about that case.

Unfortunately, process tracing is often used informally and without transparency, which

undermines the quality of the research. Since process tracing is an emerging methodology in

social sciences after a period of a certain hegemony of quantitative methodologies, I recognize

that there still might exist several scholars who are not familiar with it. Hence, I am going

to use process tracing as explicitly as possible throughout this work, as a manner of both

being more transparent and also of contributing to the spreading of this valuable technique.

Also, it is worth noting that there has been a shy effort in the Brazilian academy and also in

Latin America for more formal qualitative methods, as can been seen in Amorim Neto and

Rodriguez (2016). I hope to contribute with this emerging tendency.

There are three requisites for high quality process tracing: good knowledge of the case,

good knowledge of relevant theories, and a strong capacity to carry out logical reasoning by

combining the previous two requisites. Additionally, there are two main approaches to this

methodology. The first is interested in answering which possible variables might have caused

an observed outcome in a given case. This is the theory construction task. The second is

to test whether a particular variable or set of variables caused an observed outcome in a

given case. This is the theory testing task (Mahoney, 2015). Each one has its own processes

and tools, and this study is mainly concerned with the theory testing task, since several

hypotheses from the literature are tested.

Process tracing is often used for historical explanation, or the identification of outcomes

that have already occurred and which are composed of sequences of events or causal chains.

Causes, however, can be different. First, a cause can be a necessary condition, meaning that

if it was counterfactually taken away, ceteris paribus, the outcome would have been different.

Necessary conditions, however, can be trivial. One could argue that the existence of the sun

was a necessary condition for the Korean War - a banal observation. Hence, the importance

of a necessary condition can be measured and compared to others. When two or more of

them are present, the less typical should be considered of the most importance. In the case
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of sufficient conditions, the opposite is true. The reason for this is that these conditions

become more important as they become closer to being a necessary and sufficient condition.

Necessary and sufficient conditions can also be understood in terms of superset/subset re-

lations, and set diagrams can also represent this logic. If A is necessary for B, then A is a

superset of B, because B does not happen without A. On the other hand, if A is sufficient

for B, then A is a subset of B, because B always occurs with its presence but can also occur

in its absence (Mahoney and Vanderpoel, 2014).

A second approach sees causes as contributing factors for the outcome, increasing its

probability of happening, or making it more likely. Third, causes can be treated as INUS

conditions, meaning each is not individually necessary nor sufficient, but an essential part of a

package that is sufficient but not necessary. INUS conditions necessarily implies equifinality,

since there must be at least two different combinations of factors that cause the outcome

(Mahoney, 2015; Mahoney and Vanderpoel, 2014).

Another way process tracing is useful for historical explanation is through sequence anal-

ysis, which consists of engaging in historical explanation by elucidating outcomes trough

events that unfold over time and making reference to sequences of connected causal factors.

Sequence analysis is connected to process tracing because it assesses the chain of events in

order to test or produce theories (Falleti and Mahoney, 2015). Theory testing, for example,

can analyze a causal relation by observing intervening mechanisms, auxiliary outcomes and

antecedent conditions. Mechanisms, in turn, are sometimes not defined as just independent

or intervening variables. Falleti and Lynch (2009) argue that mechanisms are relational con-

cepts, which reside above and outside the units being analyzed and describe "how things

happen". In addition, the authors argue that they have to be interacted with the context in

which they operate for causal social scientific explanation to occur.

Another possible method to address causality is counterfactual analysis. Here, good

counterfactuals are the ones that are easy to imagine and that would eliminate the outcome

of interest. When one is analyzing a specific historical event, often there is only one case
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available. In this case, the researcher should consider possible cases - considering that there

is a "possible world" in which a variable would or would not have occurred without the

occurrence of another variable. In other words, this procedure requires inductively looking

at historical events and asking whether their absence might have changed the outcome of

interest (Goertz and Mahoney, 2012; Mahoney, 2015; Mahoney and Vanderpoel, 2014).

The main procedure to answer whether a factor was the cause of an outcome, however,

is the use of diagnostic evidence to support or challenge a causal relation, which can be

produced through different tests. The hoop test requires a piece of evidence to be present

in the case for the hypothesis to be true - a necessary condition for the hypothesis. Hence,

failing a hoop test is strong evidence against the hypothesis, yet passing the test does not

confirm it. In addition, the extent to which passing this test lends positive support for the

hypothesis depends on the difficulty of the test - the more difficult it is, more support the

hypothesis is given. The difficulty of this test is measured as per the likelihood of the within-

case observation to be found in the type of case being studied. The rarer the observation,

the more difficult the test. For example, if a man is accused of murdering someone with a

gun, a necessary condition is that he was in the crime scene. If he was not there, then the

hypothesis is dead. If he was there, it does not necessarily confirms the hypothesis. The

difficulty of the test can be measured to how uncommon would it be for him to be at that

place at that time (Bennet, 2010; Mahoney, 2012; Mahoney, 2015; Mahoney and Vanderpoel,

2014).

A second type of test is the smoking gun test, in which the presence of a given evidence

strongly supports the hypothesis, while its absence does not eliminate it. This is because

a smoking gun test is looking inside the case for a sufficient condition for the hypothesis.

The extent to which failing a smoking gun test counts against the hypothesis is given by the

difficulty of the test - the easier the test, the less credible the hypothesis is. The level of

difficulty of this test is measured as per the likelihood of the within case observations present

in the type of case being studied - the more common the observation, the easier the test.
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For example, if a man is accused of killing someone with a gun, a video of him shooting the

individual confirms the hypothesis. Nevertheless, the absence of this video does not kill the

hypothesis (Bennet, 2010; Mahoney, 2012; Mahoney, 2015; Mahoney and Vanderpoel, 2014).

Both tests will be used recurrently to test hypotheses. More importantly, they will be used

explicitly, which is often not the case in the literature in political science.

Process tracing is better suited for generating internal validity, but I expect to generate

some external validity through controlled comparison, a tradition that has been a central

methodology in comparative politics, originated from Mill’s methods of agreement and dif-

ference. This technique allows researchers to efficiently deal with contextual situations. It

has been used and further developed by authors such as Lipjhart (1975), Skocpol and Somers

(1980), Ragin (1987) and Wickham-Crowley (1991), for example. Slater and Ziblatt (2013)

provide useful guidelines for controlled comparison, which will be used in this study: research

question and findings will be reported in terms of general variables or mechanisms instead of

context specific terms, there will be an attempt to capture representative variation in order

to answer "puzzling variation" in outcomes and there will be made use of control units. This

is possible because Colombia was very much like other Latin American countries regarding

its position in the international system, and yet it was the only one to go to Korea. Hence,

it can be argued that if these countries also presented the same internal elements that are

considered sufficient for the Colombian case, they would have achieved the same outcome.

4.2 Results

Colombian participation in the Korean War is an understudied topic in political science and

international relations. Accounts of the conflict have mentioned the US effort to gather allies,

but little was said about Colombia (Stueck, 1995). Works on Colombian history have also

addressed the theme, mentioning how negotiations took place and providing possible reasons

for the decision, but with little or no formal causal inference (Bushnell, 1993; Palacios, 2006).

Other research focused on the history of civil military relation in the country (Helguera, 1961;
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Ruhl, 1981) and on the performance of the Colombian armed forces in Korea (Coleman, 2005;

Danley, 1998; Ramsey, 1967), but with little or no reference to the political decision that lead

them there. Finally, accounts on the president that made the decision naturally mentioned

his personal reasons for it, mainly his ideology and his desire to improve his relationship

with the US, but again with no broader causal inference (Henderson, 2001).

Few works have directly addressed the Colombian decision to be in the Korean War.

Uran (1986) provides a very detailed account on the negotiations between Colombia and

the Unoted States, and Cruz (2008) is explicit about the causes for this decision. For Cruz,

the decision was an attempt to get rid of military from the opposition and to buy weapons

from the US more easily. Coleman (2008) also came close to making formal claims about

necessary and sufficient conditions by providing a detailed description of the negotiations

and covering several hypotheses. Lastly, Tovar (2001) also makes considerations about the

decision making process and implementation of the Colombian decision.

When combining the main hypotheses from the literature on the Colombian decision, we

have:

• 1) the military capacity to cover minimum requirements;

• 2) pressure from the United States;

• 3) the Colombian diplomatic tradition of hemispherical solidarity and collective secu-

rity;

• 4) an attempt by the president to get rid of armed forces officials that opposed him;

• 5) support of the public opinion;

• 6) support of military and diplomatic organizations involved;

• 7) an attempt by the president to improve his relationship with the US and receive

more economic and military aid;
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• 8) the ideology of president Laureano Gomez, a fanatical anti-communist.

• 9) the decision making power of the president in an authoritarian regime;

These are the hypotheses that will be tested. It is important to note that these are not

the same as the main hypotheses of this work, expressed in the section of the literature review

- they are specific hypotheses about the Colombian participation in the Korean War, which

will be addressed only in this section. It is worth revisiting this episode because important

methodological advances have been made recently, which can be used to formally combine

these hypotheses into necessary and sufficient conditions, and claim causality.

Hypothesis 1 proposes that military capacity to meet minimum requirements from the

US and the United Nations is a necessary condition for the Colombian participation in Ko-

rea. It is only logical that a country that did not meet those requirements would not have

been allowed to send troops to Korea. In fact, Coleman (2008) shows that, at first, the

requirements for military contributions were ground forces of at least one infantry battalion,

units of at least one thousand troops, contingents arriving in Korea with enough supplies to

conduct combat operations for two months, and financial debts incurred by military forces

should be the responsibility of the government dispatching forces. Deputy Undersecretary

for Inter-American Affairs H. Freeman Matthews argued that no military contributions could

be expected from Latin American countries under those conditions. Military officers even-

tually relaxed troop sizes, and established a process of bilateral meetings to resolve financial

questions after forces from small countries arrived in Korea. Additionally, these forces were

not expected to arrive in Korea with their own supplies anymore. Colombia did not consider

sending ground troops under those initial conditions, and opted first for a naval contribution.

Only after conditions became less demanding, discussions on ground contributions began.

Hence, military capacity was indeed a necessary condition.

The explicative factor of hypothesis 2 was not a cause for the Colombian decision. The

US openly encouraged contributions in Korea, but there is no evidence supporting this to

have been neither a necessary nor a sufficient cause for the Colombian decision. For the US
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pressure to have been sufficient, it was necessary that other countries in Latin America had

responded positively to Washington’s tactics as well. For it to be a necessary condition, it is

necessary that no country ever responded positively in similar situations without pressure.

However, Alves (2007) shows that Brazil did not suffer direct pressure to send troops to

World War II, yet they still decided to do so. On top of that, a smoking gun test can

be made to show that Colombia did not need to suffer pressure to make the decision: the

country took the initiative to begin negotiations with Washington when there were not even

guidelines to be followed yet. This is a sufficient condition for affirming that Colombia

was willing to contribute either way - external pressure was not a cause for the Colombian

decision (sufficient, necessary, nor INUS).

The same logic can be applied to hypothesis 3. Indeed, Colombia had a very good record

of collective security and hemispheric solidarity towards the US. However, other countries in

Latin America had this same record and still did not go to war in Korea. A possible hoop

test is to look at Colombia in World War II. For this hypothesis to have been a sufficient

cause, Colombia must have had sent troops to World War II, since it had the same record by

then. However, the country decided not to send troops and the test failed. One could still

argue that this is a necessary condition or a INUS condition, but there is no reason to believe

Gomez was attached to diplomatic tradition to make decisions, especially in an authoritarian

regime. A smoking gun test confirms that this was not the case: he was a strong critic of the

Colombian support for the US in World War II and advocated for a neutral position. This

is a sufficient condition to show that Gomez was not attached to such traditions. Hence,

collective security and hemispheric solidarity were not causes for the sending of troops.

Although there is strong evidence against hypothesis 2, we can reformulate it and state

that a necessary condition is at least the willingness for the great power to accept contribu-

tions from small powers. A smoking gun test can confirm this. First, Coleman (2008) shows

that Colombia did not receive an answer when the country first approached the US because

contribution requirements had not been established yet. Second, when an agreement was
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almost reached, US officials evaluated that the war had been won by them and hesitated to

accept Colombian troops. They stopped answering Colombian contacts before reevaluating

the decision and accepting the contribution. This is sufficient to prove that Colombian con-

tribution would not have happened without Washington’s willingness to accept it. Minimum

military capacity and the great power’s disposition to accept the contribution, therefore, are

necessary conditions.

Hypothesis 4, which became a popular explanation in the 1950s, can be addressed with

a hoop test. For Gomez to have tried to get rid of liberal military officers, it was necessary

that the Colombian detachment to Korea had been influenced by the president. Nonetheless,

Bushnell (1993) mentions that it was a voluntary force, and that there were more volunteers

than there was room for. The test failed and this hypothesis does not hold.

A hoop test can also provide strong evidence against hypothesis 5. It is important to

note that the public reaction to the Korean War was of strong support for the US from the

population, the press (although there was censorship at the time) and the military. However,

this does not mean that the public opinion supported sending troops to the conflict. For

the causal explanation of hypothesis 5 to be present, it would be necessary for there to have

been a public debate around this theme, which was not the case. Coleman (2008) notes that

Gomez’s newspaper, El Siglo, stated that a military contribution was not a possibility in

July 1950, only two months before the naval contribution was made official. To the press,

the president only mentioned the possibility of nonmilitary contributions, while already

negotiating with American officials. The decision was announced when it had already been

made. Thus, public opinion was not considered.

To test hypothesis 6, we must establish if the military organizations were part of the

winning coalition and/or de facto veto players. There is no evidence that the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs played this role. Although Ambassador Eduardo Zuleta was considered a

skillful diplomat who participated in each step of the negotiations, the Ministry did not

have any institutional or de fact power to constrain the president. The same cannot be
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said about the armed forces, which were both the winning coalition and a de facto veto

player, and smoking gun tests show this. First, the army’s loyalty was the only reason for

President Perez to have survived the Bogotazzo. Second, the army staged a successful coup

d’etat against Laureano Gomez in 1953. These facts provide sufficient evidence that the

armed forces had the power to remove the president from office or to keep him there. As for

the direct influence of the armed forces in the Colombian decisions, historical records allow

us to perform a smoking gun test as well. The leaders of the armed forces, eager to obtain

more training and equipment, strongly lobbied in favor of sending troops to Korea (Bushnell,

1993). Coleman (2008) mentions that the army’s chief of staff Gustavo Rojas Pinilla came

out strongly in favor of sending troops to Korea, an endorsement that greatly influenced the

president. A US embassy report states that General Rojas "played a very important role" in

the decision during many private meetings with Gomez (Coleman, 2008). This is sufficient

to confirm the influence of the armed forces. The army’s will to fight already existed during

World War II, when officers expressed a desire for a more prominent participation. The

difference, however, is that they were not the winning coalition then. Thus, the support of

the armed forces is a causal factor for the Colombian participation in Korea.

Hypothesis 7 addresses the attempt by Laureano Gomez to improve his relationship with

the US in order to increase foreign aid received by Washington. First, Gomez’s relationship

with the American government should be investigated. A smoking gun test shows that

the Colombian president was disliked - the fact that he was denied a visit to Washington

is a sufficient evidence for that. This visit was customary and had taken place regularly

since the possession of Olaya Herrera (1930-1934). The US ambassador in Bogota was also

instructed to try to avoid this meeting at all costs (Uran, 1986). Gomez was seen as a

dictator by Washington and had made several public demonstrations of affinity for fascist

governments, while harshly criticizing the Liberal Party for being too submissive to the

US and advocating for a neutral position in World War II. American expectations were of a

conflictual relationship. Second, it should be investigated whether Gomez wanted to improve
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his relationship with the US. Sufficient conditions for this possibility can be observed in a

public relations campaign that he launched alongside the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with

this objective (Coleman, 2008). Third, this study will verify whether the participation in

Korea led Colombia to increase aid requests, which is also confirmed by smoking gun tests

- several sufficient conditions for this possibility are present. Uran (1986) uses historical

documents to show that Colombia started making military equipment purchase requests

immediately after its contribution in Korea. Ambassador Eduardo Zuleta sent a note to

the US Department of State with a request for the approval of a petition from Colombia

to purchase a frigate. Zuleta specifically mentioned that the refusal of such request would

be inappropriate, since the Colombians had assisted the US during a severe global crisis.

Colombia even made a deposit for the US Department of State to force the sale. The

pressure was finally successful and the purchase was completed. In April 1951, Colombia’s

Minister of Foreign Affairs delivered a list of military equipment needed to equip an infantry

division while visiting Secretary of Defense General Marshall. Shortly after, a petition was

issued requesting the purchase of several aircrafts, which included three C-47 and three

PBY-5A. The US government became alarmed with the Colombian petitions related to the

purchasing of weapons. When the value of the requests reached 100 million US dollars, the

Department of State recommended the Colombian Minister of Foreign Affairs to reassess

Colombia’s immediate needs and their ability to bear the costs. Colombia even requested

napalm, which was denied by Washington. Hence, a series of smoking gun tests show that

the relationship between Gomez and the US government was negative, that he wanted to

improve this relationship and that the Colombian government expected rewards in aid for the

effort in Korea. For this reason, it was very important that the demand of the president for

aid was incredibly high, due to the domestic context of Colombia. Also, if a counterfactual

analysis is made, it is virtually impossible to argue that the Colombian president, who was

not even allowed to visit Washington, would have made so much pressure in Washington for

aid - the participation in Korea provided him with the possibility of doing so. Demand for
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aid, then, is also a causal factor for the Colombian decision.

The causal explanation of hypothesis 8, regarding Gomez’s ideology, was also a contribut-

ing factor for the decision to go to Korea. His record of being anti-communist was flawless

and his ideology is very well documented (e.g., Bushnell, 1993; Coleman, 2008; Henderson,

2001; Palacios, 2006). In his view, communism threatened Christianity - it was a religious

belief. Likewise, Gomez held international communists responsible for Colombia’s domestic

problems and tried to modify Colombia’s institutions in order to curb excesses of liberal

democracy that would supposedly allow Marxism to flourish. Gomez ideology, more pre-

cisely his anti-communism, was certainly strong, it was present in several of his declarations

and at least played a role in his decision. However, it is important to note that the Brazilian

participation in World War II had very similar conditions to the Colombian participation in

the Korean War, except for the ideology of the president. Brazilian president Getulio Vargas

did not show an ideological aversion for the Axis countries - on the contrary, he was even

close to them at some points. Hence, the ideological component of the Colombian decision

has to be viewed carefully. I argue, then, with an effort of constructing a counterfactual,

that the decision would probably have had happened without it. Hence, this component will

be classified as only a contributing factor.

Finally, hypothesis 9 refers to Colombian political institutions in 1950. In this case, it

is possible to be straightforward and claim that the authoritarian regime was one of the

causes for Colombia’s participation in Korea. Normally, I would propose a counterfactual

analysis to assess this issue, but the counterfactual had happened during World War II. The

president was completely aligned with the US and took a confrontational stand towards the

Axis. The armed forces were as willing as they were in the Korean War to send troops to

the conflict. However, the president did not have the decision-making power to resolve this

issue without consulting the public opinion and having the approval of the congress. The

winning coalition were the voters and veto players were institutional. Hence, the institutional

configuration caused by La Violencia and the state of siege helped shape the political context
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of the country to allow those who wanted to send troops to Korea be the decision-makers -

namely, Gomez and the armed forces.

It is also worth mentioning that the democratic peace theory makes it necessary that

one of the countries in the conflict dyad is not a democracy. Although many mechanisms

were put out to explain this phenomenon, the fact is that it can be verified empirically that

a democratic dyad is a sufficient condition for non war (Mahoney and Vanderpoel, 2014).

Thus, a necessary condition for the Colombian military participation in Korea was that

either Colombia or North Korea were authoritarian.

The necessary conditions for the Colombian participation in Korea were the non demo-

cratic dyad, the willingness of the US to have Colombian troops in the conflict and the

military capacity of Colombia, which met minimum requirements. The willingness of the

great power to accept contributions and the fulfillment of minimum military requirements

may seem trivial, and they are. However, they are included because they are relevant in the

Latin American context and also to many developing countries. It can certainly be the case

that a peripheral country reunites the other conditions except for one of these.

The package of sufficient conditions is Gomez’s desire to improve his relationship with

Washington due to a demand for material resources, the lobbying of the winning coalition

(the armed forces), and the authoritarian regime. While the necessary conditions are the

ones related to the ability to contribute, these are related to the desire to contribute.

Gomez’s desire to improve his relationship with the US is the leader’s preferences in this

case. As can be noted, receiving more aid from the US was certainly a motive for Gomez’s

decision, while his ideology must probably have contributed as well. Smoking gun tests also

confirmed that the armed forces were both the winning coalition and the veto players. Both

the navy and the army strongly supported the decision, as it was an opportunity to modernize

the services. Finally, when we consider that institutions are the determinants of the winning

coalition and veto players, as well as of the decision-making power of the president, it can

be reasoned that the authoritarian regime was also a cause for the Colombian participation
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in Korea. The leader’s preferences, the institutions and the support of the armed forces are

INUS conditions, which, as we have seen, is a factor that is neither necessary nor sufficient

for an outcome, but rather is one essential component of a combination of factors that are

jointly sufficient for an outcome. They are INUS because I cannot affirm that this is the

only possible combination for generating this outcome, and INUS implies equifinality. Figure

1 shows the combination of necessary and sufficient conditions for the Colombian military

participation in the Korean War.

Figure 1: Causes of the Colombian military participation in Korea

The support of winning coalition, in this case, is the support of the armed forces. One

could argue that the political regime only defines who is part of the winning coalition, which,

combined with demand for aid, would be enough for producing the outcome. In this case, we

could remove the INUS condition "authoritarian regime" from the INUS package. I argue,

however, that a small winning coalition could be necessary for this INUS package because the

interests of smaller groups are much easier to organize. A democratic regime could plausibly

impede this decision to be made, and Brazil and Colombia were dictatorships when these
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countries sent troops to important conflicts between 1940 and 1960. For this reason, it is

prudent to keep the authoritarian regime in the package. In sum, the support of the winning

coalition and a demand for aid drove the president’s decision, which confirms Hypothesis

1 and Hypothesis 2. Also, the authoritarian regime is part of the package.

Here, it is worth explaining that it is possible to have separate necessary conditions and

still an INUS combination, which is supposedly sufficient. I argue that the INUS combination

is conditional on those "background" necessary conditions. Hence, when these necessary

conditions exist, this INUS package can be formed, as well as possibly others, since INUS

implies equifinality.

It is important to identify the most important condition as well, which is the rarest. In

this case, it was the authoritarian regime - both the V-DEM and Polity democracy indexes

show that in 1950 Colombia had the lowest level of democracy of the century. Hence, this

institutional configuration was very rare. On the other hand, armed forces’ support for

military action in a major conflict was hardly rare. One could argue that winning coalition

support was not uncommon as well, since public opinion strongly supported the US in World

War II and in the Korean War. Similarly, the alignment of the leader with the US is the rule

rather than the exception in Colombian history. Figure 2 shows Colombian V-DEM liberal

democracy index. In fact, all of these conditions had been present in World War II, except

for the authoritarian regime. This is another reason why keeping the authoritarian regime

in the INUS package is prudent: it was the most important cause in this case.

Also, sequence analysis is important, and it can be noted that La Violencia played and

important role for the Colombian military contribution in Korea to happen. In fact the

INUS package is sufficient for the Colombian decision, while La Violencia was sufficient for

the INUS package. It led Gomez to power, caused the authoritarian regime and created the

high demand for military aid. The result is seen in Figure 3, where it can be noted, however,

that La Violencia is not as close to being necessary and sufficient as the INUS package. The

civil war created the conditions for the INUS package to be formed, but it is plausible that
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Figure 2: Colombian V-DEM Liberal Democracy Index

this package could be formed in different ways - thus, the civil war will be limited to this

sequence analysis and the INUS package will remain as the variables of interest for answering

why do small powers send troops to important conflicts.

It is important to note that this is an analysis of a case of "success". That is, in which

the military contribution happened. Future research should look for cases in which the

contributions did not happens, as well as in others in which it happened, to generate external

validity and refine the necessary and sufficient conditions.

4.3 The Brazilian Case

The last section’s findings identify a package of sufficient conditions for a small power to

have decide to meet the request of a great power to send troops to an important conflict.

This package is made of expectations of increases in foreign aid received, policy concessions

for the winning coalition and an authoritarian regime. While a comprehensive test for the

external validity of these findings is beyond the scope of this work, it is worth discussing an

empirical example of them. This can be done with the case of Brazil, which sent troops to
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Figure 3: Sequence Analysis of the Colombian Military Participation in Korea

World War II but refused to do so in the Korean War - that is the subject of the work of

Alves (2007).

First, it is important to note that the Brazilian participation in World War II satisfies

the necessary conditions of the Colombian case. Even though there was no pressure for the

sending of troops, the US was willing to have the Brazilian support - Washington provided

transportation and the entire logistics for the Brazilian troops’ participation, including food

and weapons. Also, negotiations were long and the US needed to be convinced of the necessity

of the Brazilian participation, which only happened in 1944, for strategic reasons. Brazil

also met minimum military requirements and the dyad was non democratic, since neither

Brazil nor the Axis countries were democratic.

Second, Brazil satisfies the INUS condition of demand for aid. The agreements signed

with the US in March 1942 included the supplying of weapons and credit concessions. A

new limit of 200 million dollars was fixed for the acquisition of weapons trough Lend-Lease,
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and the purchasing began in 1942 already. As for foreign aid, 100 million dollars were

conceded for the production of strategic materials, not to mention infrastructure investments.

Since 1939, the alignment bewteen Brazil and the US was in place. While Brazil provided

the US with exclusivity in the supplying of strategic raw materials and access to strategic

geographical locations, the US financed a major steel mill in the country, substantial credit

for the Brazilian military to modernize, and other investments in the Brazilian industry.

This was made possible because the Brazilian government used bargaining strategies such

as insinuating an approximation between Germany and Brazil (Alves, 2007). Hence, the

alliance as a whole and the participation in the war were connected to material gains.

As for the INUS condition of support of the winning coalition, Brazil was a dictatorship

at that time, and the winning coalition of president Getulio Vargas was also the armed forces,

specially the army. The ministry of foreign affairs, as in the Colombian case, did not have

any tools to force the president in any direction, even though minister Oswaldo Aranha was

an enthusiast of Brazil-US relations and supported the participation in the war. The armed

forces, on the other hand, were the winning coalition and de facto veto players. According

to Alves (2007, p.93) "(...) the military consensus was an indispensable condition for the

president’s decision to be accepted. In sum, the army and its leaders were a necessary part

of the decision, although not sufficient." The fact was that the army’s leaders were skeptical

about the sending of troops, but Vargas managed to convince them when the material gains

for the armed forces began to materialize. In this case, we can notice a slight difference

bewteen the Brazilian and the Colombian case - while the Colombian armed forces were

enthusiastic about sending troops to the conflict, the Brazilian army was skeptical and had

to be convinced. Nonetheless, the INUS condition formulated as "support of the winning

coalition" remains, and its importance becomes even clearer in the Brazilian case.

Finally, Brazil was also a dictatorship during World War II. In fact, Brazil and Colombia

had quite similar scores in the V-DEM index in the moment of their decisions - Colombia

scored 0.47, while Brazil scored 0.53 (Mexico, which sent troops to World War II as well,
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also scored 0.53). Thus, as already mentioned, it is prudent to keep authoritarianism in

the package unless further evidence proves otherwise. It worth mentioning that according

to Alves (2007), Vargas (as the most important decision maker) seemed to have pragmatic

interests in the matter - he expected material gains from a relationship that had already

provided many, and was also considering the international position of Brazil alongside the

US in the international system after the war. Both were means of strengthening his position

in the domestic politics, as was also expected by this thesis’ assumptions. In sum, all the

conditions found in the Colombian case were also present in Brazil in World War II.

During the Korean War, the context was different. The US was directly requesting the

Brazilian government to send troops to the conflict - US president Truman made the request

in a letter to Getulio Vargas, mentioning the possibility of providing future economic aid

and promoting military cooperation with Brazil. These prospects did not seem to depend

on the Brazilian decision about Korea, but advisers to the president thought that a military

participation could be an important incentive for them to take place. Furthermore, Brazil

was a democracy, although the Constitution stated that this issue was to be decided by a

select group of people, among whom the most important were the president, the minister

of foreign affairs and ranking-officers of the army. Still, the politicians now had to worry

about votes. Many of them were present during the decision making process of World War

II. It is also important to note that the Brazilian army still had a very present tradition of

intervening in politics and resolving political crises, which caused them to be an important

player for the president (Alves, 2007).

Although the minister of foreign affairs showed to be sympathetic to the idea of sending

troops to Korea, the same cannot be said about the army. During World War II, the army

was conducted by a firm leadership and acted like a cohesive organization. After the end of

Vargas’ dictatorship in 1945, a strong political division took place inside the organization,

bewteen "nationalists" and "liberals". The former did not see strong commitments to the

US in a positive lens, while the later did. "Nationalists", who were the regular supporters of
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Vargas, were the dominant group for many years and the division was at its peak in 1950.

The Military Club achieved 9.000 members at this point (Carvalho, 2005; Skidmore, 1985;

Stepan, 1975). For this reason, what was once a winning coalition made of two individuals

(the leaders of the army) was now a heavily divided organization, in which most of the

officials did not favor sending troops to Korea. Not only that, but the officials who did not

support the involvement in the conflict were the supporters of Vargas, who he could not

afford to lose (Alves, 2007).

Vargas also faced opposition in the civil society. Although he came into power in 1950

trough clean elections, important sectors of society opposed him. There were the already

mentioned "liberal officers", but also the mainstream media and parties in the congress, who

did not like the idea of having the former dictator back in power. Most of Vargas’ ministers,

who had a constitutional say in this matter, opposed the idea - only two of them supported

going to Korea (Alves, 2007).

The Brazilian president killed the possibility of sending troops to Korea by making impos-

sible demands to the US. Alves (2007) shows that this was a way of saying no to Washington

without having to actually say no. The relationship with the US was still an import priority

to Vargas, as he was still hoping to negotiate aid to enhance the Brazilian development.

In sum, Vargas did not have the support of the winning coalition and realized that this

decision would have a great potential to cause him problems in the domestic politics. The

army, an important organization, was divided. The media did not support him, and the

opposition parties would be able to use this decision as another opportunity to criticize the

president. Thus, he would probably lack support among the population as a whole. Any

actor which could be considered part of the winning coalition did not support nor would have

supported this idea. Although in 1950 Brazil had the three necessary conditions found in

Colombia, the country only had one component of the INUS package: demand for aid. Even

this condition is questionable, since Vargas seemed to want but no expect a satisfactory

amount of aid from the US anyway. The other two were completely absent, which made
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sending troops to Korea impossible.

In fact, Colombia was the only country in Latin America to present all of the necessary

and sufficient conditions for the sending of troops to Korea. As mentioned in Chapter 3,

in the countries from which Washington expected a military participation, Chile, Uruguay,

Bolivia and Mexico suffered or thought they would suffer opposition from the public opinion.

Bolivia even announced the sending of troops, but withdrew the offer after protests. Their

average V-DEM index was almost the triple of the Colombian index, and they did not believe

they would have the support of the winning coalition. Peru was experiencing an extremely

favorable economic context, in which orthodox policies were showing positive results and

being welcomed by the US and the international market, and the demand for its commodities

(agriculture and metals) sharply rose, which caused a boom in investments and growth, and

tax reductions (McClintock and Vallas, 2003). In this context, the Peruvian dictatorship had

more than enough resources to finance its winning coalition - corruption and rent seeking

behavior seem to have plummeted. Thus, it had little to gain in aid and resources by going

to Korea. Furthermore, Colombia’s material capabilities (including military) were 1,5 times

bigger then Peru’s in 1950 according to the Correlates of War data set as in Singer, Bremer

and Stuckey (1972) - the ability to contribute could have been an impeding factor for the

former. This is certainly a quite superficial analysis of each country, and their detailed

domestic conditions should be explored in future research.

5 Consequences

5.1 Methodology

In social sciences, causal inference is a challenge. The definition of causality has been con-

stantly addressed and it is possible to see it as the difference of potential outcomes, as

proposed by Rubin (2005), which became known as the Rubin causal model. If one wants

to study the effect of going to college in the income of a given individual, for example, the
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ideal would be to observe two outcomes: her income having gone to college and her income

having not gone to college, holding everything else fixed. The effect of college would be

the difference between these outcomes. Nonetheless, in the real world it is only possible to

observe one of these outcomes - the other has to be imagined.

The golden standard for one to affirm causality, then, is randomly assigning a treatment

(a policy or an event, for example) to part of a population (individuals, cities or other types of

units). This almost guarantees that both the treated and the untreated groups are similar in

observable and unobservable characteristics. After that, all that must be done is to compare

the evolution of outcomes in the treated units and the untreated units - the effect will be

the difference between them. Randomization, however, is often not feasible due to ethic or

physical limitations. Hence, when working with observational data, the researcher must find

a treatment and study the evolution of outcomes in the treatment group and in suitable

counterfactuals. These counterfactuals are produced trough the use of several techniques, of

which the most important assumption is that they are similar enough to the treated units

so that they reproduce the behavior of these treated units had they not been treated. This

assumption must guarantee that there is no selection bias, which happens when the treated

group is different from the control group in ways that are connected to the outcome of interest

(the dependent variable). When suitable counterfactuals are found or produced, the causal

claim then lies in the difference between the evolution of treated units and the evolution of

the untreated units. These are comparative studies.

De la O (2012), for example, study the effect of conditional cash transfer programs in

voting preferences by comparing similar regions and individuals in Mexico. This study used

the fact that the Mexican government decided to randomize regions to receive the benefit in

order to test its effects. Thus, it used randomization as strategy.

Zucco (2013) also tests the effect of conditional cash transfer programs in voting prefer-

ences. However, the author used the case of Brazil, in which there was no randomization

by region. For this reason, matching techniques were used to reduce causal inference prob-
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lems. These techniques consist in only comparing the treated units to similar control units

regarding a number of observable variables that are known to affect the dependent variable.

Betchel and Hainmueller (2010) study the gratitude of electors for beneficial policies.

They use the fact that a flooding - a random event - in Germany led the incumbent to

generate beneficial policies to the affected regions. Then, the authors use a differences-in-

differences design. They show that the the affected and unaffected regions had parallel voting

trends before the treatment (the flooding and the policies) and that this treatment changed

the behavior of the affected areas. The effect of the treatment is seen as the difference of

voting behavior between these regions after the treatment minus the same difference before

the treatment. Hence, difference of the difference. The fact that the flooding is a random

event, not connected to elections, makes this an "as if random" design.

Fujiwara (2015) analyses the effect of electronic voting in voters’ turnout using regres-

sion discontinuity (RDD). The author takes advantage of the fact the Brazilian government

decided to provide electronic voting only to cities with more than 40.000 inhabitants - an

arbitrary threshold - in the 1998 elections. Then, he compares cities right below the thresh-

old to cities right above the threshold - very similar cities in which the only difference was

this policy - to find out the effect of electronic voting in turnout. RDD uses the fact that

the threshold is random in relation to the dependent variable, which causes this technique

to use, again, an "as if random" design.

In sum, there are several research designs which aim to infer causality, such as random-

ization, differences-in-differences, RDD, matching, etc. However, comparative case studies

are still looked with skepticism. First, counterfactuals are not chosen objectively. Second,

even if aggregate data is used, one can never be sure about the ability of the control group

to reproduce the behavior of the treated group had it not been treated. Third, endogeneity

is constantly a problem (Prezeworski, 2004). Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010) then

argue for a data-driven procedure to construct comparison groups, reducing discretion in

the choice of comparison control units and forcing researchers to demonstrate the affinities
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between the treated and control units using observed quantifiable characteristics. This is the

synthetic control method, which argues that a combination of units often provides a better

comparison for the treated unit than any single unit alone. This is the technique that will

be used in this study.

In the synthetic control method, the researcher selects a number of observable variables

that are known to be able to predict the dependent variable, including the dependent variable

itself before the treatment. Then, the researcher selects a donor pool, which is a group of

units that are comparable to the treated unit but did not receive the treatment nor any

type of shock that could affect the dependent variable. Then, trough statistical techniques,

an artificial unit is built using percentages of the units in the donor pool. This synthetic

will be more similar to the treated unit than any unit in the donor pool alone. Finally, a

comparison between the treated unit and the synthetic unit is made - the goal is to check if

there is a change in the dependent variable in the moment of the treatment. This technique

is specially useful for small-sample comparative studies.

There is a growing number of works using this recent technique. Abadie and Gardeazabal

(2003) estimate the effects of the terrorist conflict in the Basque Country on the Basque

economy using other Spanish regions as a comparison group. These Spanish regions are used

to build a synthetic Basque Country to be compared to the real one. Abadie, Diamond

and Hainmueller (2015) do the same to estimate the economic effects of the 1990 German

reunification on West Germany. They created a synthetic Germany using other countries.

Finally, Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010) study the effects of Proposition 99, a

large-scale tobacco control program that California, by creating a synthetic California with

other US states.

Transparency and precaution against extrapolation are two qualities of the synthetic

control method. It makes explicit the relative contribution of each control unit to the coun-

terfactual and the similarities between the treated unit and the synthetic control, in terms

of pre-intervention outcomes and predictors of post-intervention outcomes. The model pro-
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posed by Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010) extends the traditional differences-in-

differences framework, allowing that the effects of unobserved variables on the outcome vary

with time. This is due to the fact that a good synthetic counterfactual reproduces the behav-

ior of the treatment unit before the treatment. Hence, even if there are unobservables that are

not present in the quantifiable characteristics chosen by the researcher, these unobservables

are being taken into account. Furthermore, this method does not require many comparison

units and can rely on several placebo studies for robustness checks and the assessment of

statistical significance.

Inference is achieved through exact inferential techniques, akin to permutation tests, to

perform inference in comparative case studies. To assess the ability of the synthetic control

method to reproduce the evolution the counterfactual, one can introduce a placebo study,

applying the same techniques to the placebo. Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010)

extend the idea of placebo studies to produce quantitative inference in comparative case

studies. The distribution of a test statistic is computed under random permutations of the

sample units’ assignments to the intervention and nonintervention groups. As in permutation

tests, the synthetic control method is applied to every potential control in the sample. This

allows the researcher to know whether the effect estimated by the synthetic control for the

region affected by the intervention is large relative to the effect estimated for regions chosen

at random and the probability of having found a result by chance. In other words, the

synthetic control will be made in every country in the donor pool and the effects in each one

of them is expected to be smaller than in the treated unit.

Synthetic control is especially useful for studies like this. Colombia is the only treated

unity, there are few (21) control units and none of them is exactly like Colombia. Hence, the

synthetic control method provides us with the opportunity to build a "synthetic Colombia",

constructed as a weighted average of potential control countries, with weights chosen so that

the resulting synthetic Colombia best reproduces the values of a set of predictors of economic

and military aid from the US, which include GDP, GDP per capita, GDP growth, level of
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democracy, military expenditure, military personnel, national capabilities and ideology of

the head of state. I will estimate the effect of the participation in the Korean War as the

difference in the levels of aid between Colombia and its synthetic version in the years after

the treatment. I will then perform a series of placebo tests to confirm if the estimated effects

are unusually large relative to the distribution of the estimate that we obtain when we apply

the same analysis to the other countries in the donor pool.

5.2 Case Selection, Data and Sample

Colombia was selected as the case study because it was the only country to send troops to the

Korean War, which is the treatment. The treatment year is 1951, when Colombian troops

were sent to Korea. The control units, which are part of the donor pool to form synthetic

Colombia, are 21 Latin American countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica,

Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica,

Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela, and Uruguay.

The remaining Latin American countries were dropped from the analysis because they were

very small. Furthermore, there is no available data for those countries for economic and

demographic indicators from 1946.

The dependent variable is data measuring the amount of foreign aid given by the US,

which is a public database from the United States Agency for International Development

(USAID) covering the years from 1946 to 2016. Data on GDP, GDP per capita and popula-

tion was taken from Bolt, J. and J. L. van Zanden (2014), who built on the work of Angus

Maddison to estimate economic and demographic data from several countries in the past

centuries. Data on the level of democracy is based on the liberal democracy index of the V-

Dem project, based on Robert Dahl’s definition of polyarchy. For robustness, I also gathered

data from the Polity Project, which measures democracy levels of 167 countries since 1946.

Data regarding military issues and material capabilities was taken from the Correlates of

War data set as in Singer, Bremer and Stuckey (1972). Finally, data on the ideology of the
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head of state was produced by myself, based on historical material from each government of

the database. Heads of state inclined to the political left received a dummy with the value

of 1, while heads of state inclined to the political right received a value of 0.

5.3 Trends of Economic and Military aid from the United States to

Latin America and Colombia

For it to be possible to assert that Colombia increased the economic and military aid received

from the US in comparison to a hypothetical Colombia that counterfactually did not send

troops to the Korean War, we must first understand what was the policy of aid from the US

to Latin America. Based on the public database of USAID, I identified general trends, which

are based in the 22 Latin American countries that are part of the sample for this work.

First, it important to note that foreign aid sponsored by the US government became a

systematic practice only after World War II. Hence, data is available from 1946. Until 1951,

the year of the Mutual Security Act, aid given was mainly economic. Before 1950, military

aid was only given to the Philippines, Taiwan, Greece and Turkey. In 1950, Europe started

to be included in this category and 15 European countries received military aid. For Latin

America, aid was exclusively economic until 1952, when military aid started being provided.

Aid given to Latin America had its peak in 1964, when it surpassed 6 trillion US dollars.

However, the amount of aid given until 1952 was extremely shy. Between 1946 and 1951,

yearly amounts given to the continent were mostly between 200 and 300 million US dollars.

In 1952 and 1953, when military aid started being included, it jumped for 516 million and

916 million US dollars, respectively, from which the most part was military. After 1954,

aid became predominantly economic again, but in a higher level, almost every year above 1

trillion US dollars. Furthermore, Latin America remained having a small share of world aid.

Figure 4 shows the amounts of economic and military aid given to the continent:
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Figure 4: Economic and Military Aid From the US to Latin America (in millions of dollars)

5.4 Results

The question for causal inference is: how would aid given to Colombia have evolved had

the country not sent troops to Korea? The synthetic control provides us with a suitable

counterfactual. I constructed the synthetic Colombia as the combination of countries in the

donor pool that most closely resembled the country prior to 1951 in foreign aid predictors.

It should be pointed that one can use a nested function in the statistical software for the

construction of the synthetic unit. This practice enhances the pre-treatment fit of the de-

pendent variable, but might decrease the fit of other variables. For robustness, this analysis

will be always conducted both using and not using the nested function.

The results can be seen in Figure 5, which compares the pretreatment characteristics

of Colombia with that of the synthetic Colombia, as well as with the average of the 21

countries in the donor pool. The average of states that did not send troops to Korea does

not provide an adequate control group for Colombia. Synthetic Colombia, on the other hand,

is very similar to actual Colombia when the nested function is not used, but shows an almost

perfect fit of the dependent variable with the nested function (with a reasonable fit in the
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other variables).

Figure 5: Balance: Colombia vs Synthetic Colombia

As in with matching estimators, the synthetic control method forces the researcher to

show the similarities between the treated region and its synthetic counterfactual. Figure 6

shows the weights of each control country in the synthetic Colombia. The weights reported

indicate that foreign aid trends in Colombia prior to 1951 is well reproduced by a combination

of several countries. The construction of the synthetic unit with the nested function is similar

to its version without the nested function.

Figure 6: Weights of the Synthetic Colombia
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Figure 7 displays foreign aid given by the US for Colombia and synthetic Colombia during

the period bewteen 1946 and 1953. It is clear that foreign aid received in both synthetic

Colombias very closely reproduces the trajectory of the same variable in actual Colombia

for the period before 1951. Combining this with the high degree of balance on the foreign

aid predictors in Figure 5, we can come to the conclusion that the synthetic Colombias are

suitable counterfactuals for the amount of foreign aid received that would have appeared in

Colombia had the country not sent troops to the Korean War.

Figure 7: Total Aid From the US in millions of dollars: Colombia vs Synthetic Colombia
(1946 - 1953)

I estimate the effect of the participation in the Korean War on foreign aid received by

Colombia as the difference between the amount of aid received by Colombia and in its

synthetic counterparts. Instantly after the sending of troops to Korea, the lines begin to

prominently diverge. Colombia shows a more intense increase in aid received from the US.

The discrepancy between the lines suggests a large positive effect of sending troops to Korea.

Results suggest that Colombia received more than three times the amount of aid than the

synthetic Colombias in the next two years. Figure 8 shows the gap bewteen Colombia and
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the synthetic Colombias per year - if Colombia had a perfect fit with synthetic Colombia in

a given year, the value in that year would be zero. As in Figure 7, it its possible to note

that the gap bewteen the treated unit and the control show a high increase after 1951. As

expected, the nested function provides a slightly better fit pre-treatment.

Figure 8: Yearly gaps in millions of dollars: Colombia vs Synthetic Colombia (1946 - 1953)

As a way of further assessing the robustness of the results, I included different predictors

of foreign aid as the variables used to construct the synthetic control. The results remained

practically unaffected regardless of the variables included. The predictors used for checking

robustness included measures of population, area, different measures for democracy and

removing the ideology variable.

How often would we obtain similar results had we chosen a state at random for the study?

This question is answered through the use of placebo tests. I applied the synthetic control

method to every state in the donor pool, shifting Colombia to the donor pool in each of these

tests. If the placebos created similar results to the one estimated for our treated state, the

analysis would not provide significant evidence of a positive effect of sending troops to Korea.

Nevertheless, this was not the case. The result estimated for Colombia is unusually large in
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comparison to the results for the countries in the donor pool. Figure 9 displays the results

for the placebo test - here, I did not use the nested function, since the resulting graphs were

practically the same anyhow. The gray lines represent the gap associated with each of the 21

runs of the test. That is, the gray lines show the difference in foreign aid received between

each country in the donor pool and its respective synthetic version. The superimposed red

line denotes the gap estimated for Colombia. As the figure makes apparent, the estimated

gap for Colombia after the treatment is unusually large relative to the distribution of the

gaps for the states in the donor pool. More specifically, it is the third largest.

Figure 9: Foreign aid received gaps in Colombia and placebo gaps in all 22 control countries
(1946 - 1953)

In order to assess the significance of the results, one should ask whether these results

could be a result of chance. Although Colombia has the third largest gap in foreign aid

received after the treatment, it presents the largest ratio of post/pre-treatment Mean Squared

Predicted Error (RMSPE) among the 22 countries analyzed, with and without the nested

function. The RMSPE ratio is calculated by dividing the post-treatment RMSPE by the

pre-treatment RMSPE. The former is calculated by squaring the differences in aid between
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Colombian and synthetic Colombia after the treatment, taking their mean and taking the

squared root of this mean. The latter is calculated with the same process, this time using the

pre-treatment years. This is a better measure of statistical significance, because it "punishes"

countries that do not present a good pre-treatment fit. If a country, then, presents a large

post-treatment error but also a large pre-treatment error, its RMSPE ration will not be

large. It is common that the nested function increases the RMSPE ratio of units, since it

tends to reduce the pre-treatment error. However, it is worth repeating that Colombia has

the biggest ratio in both scenarios, and this result remains even if variables are excluded or

added.

Hence, as proposed by Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010), since Colombia has

the largest RMSPE ratio, the probability of finding a result like this randomly in a set of 22

countries is 1/22, or 4 percent. Results, then, are significant at the 5 percent level. Figure

10 shows the ratio of post/pre-treatment Mean Squared Predicted Error for every country

in the pool. As can be seen, Colombia has by far the most abnormal results. Appendix 1

shows the synthetic control applied to each country in Figure 15, Figure 16, Figure 17 and

Figure 18.

The year of 1953 was chosen, at first, to analyze the short term effect of the Colombian

decision. Unfortunately, too much was happening in Latin America for it to be possible to

claim long term effects of this decision. There is too much noise. For example, there were

dozens of revolution attempts in Latin America between the 1950s and 1980s. This is also

true for Colombia - there was a military coup d’etat in the country in 1953, which could

possibly have affected the amount of aid received from the US. However, surprisingly, the

results of the synthetic control hold for longer periods. Figure 11 shows aid received by

Colombia and synthetic Colombia until 1970 without the nested function. As can be seen,

Colombia established a different level of aid for the subsequent decades.

In the estimation until 1970, there is only one country with a larger ratio of post/pre-

treatment Mean Squared Predicted Error than Colombia. Thus, the probability of finding
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Figure 10: Ratio of post/pre-treatment Mean Squared Predicted Error for every country in
the pool

Figure 11: Total Aid From the US in millions of dollars: Colombia vs Synthetic Colombia
(1946 - 1970)
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a result like this randomly is 2/22, or 9 percent. Results, then, are still significant at the

10 percent level. This holds for several other estimation windows, such as the years of 1960

or 1965. It is worth reinforcing that it is very difficult to claim long term causality because

of the relationship between the US and Latin America in the 1950s and 1960s, when so

much was going on. Still, it is very encouraging to see results holding for longer estimations.

Colombia became an "above average aid receiver" from the US in Latin America precisely

after sending troops to Korea, as Figure 12 also shows. This seems to have been a critical

conjuncture in the relationship between both countries.

Figure 12: Total Aid From the US (in millions of dollars)

5.5 Alternative Explanations

In this study, I claim causality by building a synthetic Colombia and comparing its evolution

of aid received with the real Colombia. This method is interesting for causality because it

allows for variation of unobservable variables over time. However, one could still claim that

the decision to go to Korea was not exogenous. One would be right. Endogeneity happens

when the independent variable is correlated to the error term. When a phenomenon is
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not randomly assigned, the causes for this phenomenon could relate to certain outcomes

in several ways, which makes it difficult to assert that the phenomenon itself caused such

outcomes. This challenge is mainly methodological (Prezeworski, 2004). Figure 13 shows

our causal claim with the problem of endogeneity.

Figure 13: Endogenous Causal Claim

Historical analysis is a way of dealing with this problem. This is specially true for the

synthetic control method. Because there is usually only one treated unit, it is possible

to look carefully inside our case to discuss alternative explanations. I argue, then, that a

combination between synthetic control method and process tracing is well suited for claiming

causality - this is my methodological contribution. As Section 4 showed, the causes for the

Colombian participation in the Korean War were the regime, the president’s preferences

and the support of the winning coalition. Once we know that, we are able to analyze if

these causes could have affected aid in a path other than the sending of troops to Korea.

Regarding the president, Gomez was disliked by the US. He was denied a customary visit to

Washington when he came to power. The US ambassador in Bogota was also instructed to

try to avoid this meeting at all costs (Uran, 1986). This is a sufficient condition to affirm

that the president was not seen as an ally by Washington. It is impossible to argue that this

would lead to more aid for Colombia. As for the support of the military, they were always

aligned with the US and publicly advocated for a military contribution in World War II.
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Former presidents were also aligned with the US. Thus, this condition was already present

in the past.

Finally, there is the authoritarian regime and a civil war, which could be reasons for

increases in aid for Colombia. The authoritarian regime was addressed in the synthetic

control when two indicators of democracy were included in the predictors of foreign aid. The

civil war taking place in Colombia was not included in the predictors of aid for the synthetic

control. Hence, this has to be recognized as limitation of this study. Nonetheless, there is no

reason why the civil war would cause an increase in aid in 1952, since it happened from 1948

to 1958. Future investigations, possibly with panel data analysis, can address this possibility.

In sum, claiming causality requires convincing the reader that the error is not correlated

with the dependent variable. In this case, once we have these conditions established, we

can analyze if it was possible for them to have affected aid trough other paths other than

the military contribution in the Korean War. I argue, then, that it is very unlikely that

this was the case. Figure 14 shows our causal claim with possible alternative causal paths

eliminated through historical analysis. I stress that the causal arrow from the INUS package

is blocked, since I argued that it could have not affected foreign aid through other ways

than the Colombian participation in Korea. In some respects, this approach is similar to

instrumental variables.

Figure 14: Causal Claim Controlled For Alternative Paths
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Another challenge for causal inference is that the increase in military aid for Latin Amer-

ica benefited only seven Latin American countries in 1952 (Brazil, Uruguay, Chile, Peru,

Ecuador, Colombia, and Cuba) and eight in 1953 (the previous plus Dominican Republic).

After that, other countries slowly began to receive military aid as well, but usually a small

amount in comparison to those who were benefited earlier. As Figure 4 showed, the bigger

share of aid received was military in 1952 and 1953. Indeed, Figure 15, Figure 16, Figure

17 and Figure 18 show that these were the countries that were given more aid from 1952 in

comparison to their synthetic counterfactual.

Colombia, then, was included in a group that started receiving military aid in 1952,

which increased the total amount of aid received by this group. Figure 12 shows that this

year was indeed an inflection point to Colombia - the amount of aid received by the country

started being higher than the average for the continent. This trend of military aid presents

an obstacle for claiming that the Korean War caused whatever increase in aid Colombia

experienced in 1952, the year after troops were sent to the conflict. One can argue that the

US were going to invest in military aid in Latin America anyway, and that Colombia would

have benefited regardless of its participation in Korea.

Once again, it is possible to use history to address this problem. As previosly mentioned,

Uran (1986) uses historical documents to show that Colombia started making military equip-

ment purchase requests immediately after the contribution in Korea. Ambassador Eduardo

Zuleta sent a note to the US Department of State with a request for the approval of a pe-

tition from Colombia to the purchase of a frigate, specifically mentioning that the refusal

of such request would be inappropriate, since the Colombians had assisted the US during a

severe global crisis. The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Colombia also delivered a list of mili-

tary equipment needed to equip an infantry division, while visiting the Secretary of Defense

General Marshall. Shortly after, a petition requested the purchase of several aircrafts.

These accounts prove that the fact that Colombia was among the countries which ben-

efited from military aid in 1952 and 1953 is not an alternative explanation for the increase
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in aid received by Colombia. The fact is that Colombia was among these countries pre-

cisely because of its contribution in Korea. If we engage in a minimum effort to generate

a counterfactual world in which Colombia did not go to Korea, it is inconceivable that a

government which was not even allowed to visit Washington would put so much pressure

in the US for an increase in military aid. The Colombian pressure only started after the

troops had been sent. Furthermore, the synthetic control provides us with a counterfactual

which is extremely similar to Colombia, and that received an also very similar amount of aid

before 1951. The counterfacutal proposed here is made of countries that were not considered

Washington’s biggest allies, which would be the case of Colombia had it not participated in

the Korean War. Not only that, but the increase in aid for Colombia was bigger than in any

other country that benefited from military aid in 1952 and 1953.

Nevertheless, the trend of US aid to Latin America can tie ours conclusions to specific

conditions. I cannot assert that Colombia would have seen an increase in aid had the US not

began to invest more in Latin America. Also, countries that already had a good relationship

with the US also experienced increases in aid in 1952. Hence, I am not able to predict the

effect of going to Korea for those countries - since they would have received more aid anyway,

this effect could be small or nonexistent. Future research ought to test these conditions in

different contexts.

Finally, one could argue that Argentina (which is part of the synthetic Colombia) should

be taken out of the sample, since it was not receiving military aid. However, Colombia also

received almost zero aid from 1946 to 1951. I chose to maintain the country because my goal

is to measure the effects of a form of political compliance in foreign aid, and the Colombian

government was not seen as an ally by the US before 1950 as well - what changed that was

the treatment. Hence, I argue that the counterfactual is adequate. In fact, this study is even

been conservative by keeping the countries which were aligned with Washington in the pool.

In sum, the evidence for a positive effect in aid of participating in a war as a request from

a great power is robust for the Colombian case. We should note, however, that military aid
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for the continent increased and that the Colombian government had a negative relationship

with the US which provided much room for improvements. Thus, the effect could be tied to

these conditions. Hypothesis 3, then, is confirmed with caveats.

6 Conclusion

In this work, my objective was to address a gap in the literature on major wars and conflict

initiation: the motive behind the decisions made by small powers to participate in major

conflicts. To do so, this study discussed a theoretical expectation about how foreign policy

decisions are made, and then tested this using the case study of the Colombian military

participation in the Korean War.

My theoretical expectation assumes that leaders’ utility is to remain in power. In the

case of small powers, the leader can increase the likelihood of keeping office when they receive

foreign aid. Hence, one possible reason for leaders to participate in a major conflict is to

be rewarded by the great power that requested their participation through economic and

military foreign aid. The second reason would be to make policy concessions to the winning

coalition, or the group of individuals who hold power to keep the leader in office.

In the Colombian case, both expectations proved right, as the president wanted to improve

his relationship with the US to receive more aid and also wanted to please the armed forces,

who was the winning coalition and lobbied in favor of sending troops to Korea. However,

the authoritarian regime was also a cause for the participation in Korea. In order to test if

these components have some external validity, I showed anecdotal evidence from a similar

case to suggest that this is the case - Brazil made a similar decision to Colombia when they

were present and made the opposite decision and they were not. Also, in the Colombian

case, this combination of conditions was driven by a civil war called La Violencia.

I also showed that the Colombian decision actually generated an increase in foreign aid

received from the US. Although countries in Latin America were similar in many respects
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in the 1950s, Colombia was the only one to go to the Korean War. This provides us with

an opportunity of comparing Colombia to the "untreated" countries and test the mecha-

nism I proposed in the beginning of the study. To infer the effect on received aid, I used

synthetic control method, which consists in building a synthetic Colombia (similar in quan-

tifiable predictors of foreign aid) and comparing its evolution in received aid with the actual

Colombia.

Results show that Colombia received three times more aid than synthetic Colombia after

sending troops to Korea, and placebo tests showed this results to be significant at 4 percent.

To address alternative explanations, I used once more historical analysis and process tracing,

showing that the causes for the Colombian participation in Korea could have not affected

aid trough a different path other than the Korean War. However, the increase in aid could

have been conditional on the previous relationship between Colombia and the US, and on

the general trends of foreign aid given by the US to Latin America.

As a result, I contribute to the literature on political science and international relations

by providing one set of sufficient conditions for a small power to participate in a major

conflict: a combination of policy concessions to the winning coalition, expectation of aid and

an authoritarian regime. Also, I show that the mechanism of increases in foreign aid is real

for this case. Future research should address other combinations of conditions and test the

external validity of my findings. More than that, I further challenge the already challenged

assumption of structural realism that systemic pressures of the international system are the

best predictors of state behavior in the long run. Even in the perfect conditions (small

states in a bipolar system) for this to be true, it simply is not. Latin American countries

systematically refused requests from the US to send troops to the Korean War. Important

decisions of this kind seem to be much better explained by domestic factors.
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Figure 15: Placebo Tests 1
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Figure 16: Placebo Tests 2
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Figure 17: Placebo Tests 3
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Figure 18: Placebo Tests 4
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